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Quarterly Report
October – December 2016

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, hosted by Dick Williams, includes a panel discussion of a variety 
of timely topics and provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

10/3/16         5/6/10P               4:30
Drama at 'Kennesaw State" over the man who could be the school's new president.
Students and staff say they want "attorney general" "Sam Olens" off the short list for university president…
In part, because of his work to defend Georgia's gay marriage ban and his participation in a lawsuit against the 
Obama administration's "bathroom directive. 

10/5/16 7A/9A 2:30
Federal education officials elect NOT to renew its relationship with the major accreditation agency that works with 
for-profit colleges & universities.  Learn more about how it may impact you or your college age children

10/14/16 8A 2:15
Fall planting education tips courtesy of  Pike Nurseries

10/17/16 5A/8A 2:40
Canine Assistants: an organization that supplies more than 2000 service dogs to individuals and organizations across 
the United States---we take a closer look at their training & education center

10/18/16 7A/9A 2:35
University students at Emory get an unique take on education as a professors takes those interested on a run one day 
each week---an innovative way for both students and teacher to get better acquainted and discuss coursework as well

10/19/16 8A/9A 3:45
Pilates class helps breast cancer patients recover from their treatment protocals—following surgery. Turning Point 
Breast Cancer Rehabilitation is a non-profit providing specialized rehab for women dealing with breast cancer.

10/21/16 8AM 3:30
We celebrate the Halloween holiday with some “spooky” plants to use in your indoor and outdoor holiday 
displays—decorating for Halloween

10/24/16                10, 11                            3:10           
Facing protests... Groups of unhappy students... And now a formal complaint -- former attorney general Sam Olens 
starts his new job as president of Kennesaw state university next week.  
Today, 3 faculty members filed that formal complaint against Olens' appointment.   

11/04/16   5/10/11p          6:10
A mom is outraged after her nine year old son was pulled out of class for wearing medical marijuana
T-shirt. Jillian Bramlett says her son has epilepsy and takes medications derived from marijuana to help with the 
seizures.

11/8/16 5A/9A 2:40
Tucker Middle School takes a civics lesson in elections----mirroring the General Election.  While these student may 
not be old enough to vote---they are learning the basics in American Government

11/9/16 8A/9A 4:00
Presidential History Preserved:  we travel  to Cartersville, GA where the Booth Western Art  Museum has an exhibit 
with memorabilia from the 44 men who have served as President of the United States

11/09/16  5/6/10/11p    6:50
Officials dismissed classes at a Sandy Springs private school today after police feared a coach would bring a gun to 
the school. Police say the man left Holy Innocents' Episcopal school and then bought a weapon. Police now say he 
wasn't planning to harm anyone at the school—but faces charges after his confrontation with officers.
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11/11/16 8AM 3:30
NASA’s scientific team joins us to talk about the SuperMoon---which won’t appear again until 2034.  Including 
why studying our nearest neighbor helps us uncover mysteries of the solar system.

11/11/16 8AM 2:45
Beautiful bulbs for the holidays---some gardening tips from our partners at Pike’s Nurseries

11/17/16 8AM 2:50
Dorm room fashion designer at Clark Atlanta University is highlighted by Steve Harvey and is now an internet and 
fashion sensation----from homeless to co-ed and now with a high fashion dream come true

11/18/16 8AM 2:40
Festive centerpieces are shown and discussed as we near the holiday seasons

11/23/16       5/6/10p     7:35
Emory University's president says the school is studying a proposal to become a so-called sanctuary campus.  It's a 
term that's popped up after the election of Donald Trump.  As a sanctuary campus, Emory would not willingly 
participate in the deportation of its students who are in the country illegally. Currently they are protected by a 
presidential order that Mr. Trump has threatened to rescind.

11/24/16 8A 2:50
Just in time for Thanksgiving learn how to “fry”  your turkey for the holidays

11/25/16 5A/7A/9A 2:00
Nationally accomplished boxer is so busy training----has now found an alternative school facility to get his 
education—via the on-line campus in Gwinnett County, GA

11/25/16 9A 2:45
Toys For Tots kick-off explainer—metro Atlanta is one of the  nation’s most successful operations—in 2015 more 
than 750,000 toys were distributed to children in need

12/2/16 8A 2:40
Wreaths and garlands made easy---a quick step by step to making your holiday decorations a breeze

12/2/16 5A/7a 2:00
No texting and driving campaign

12/06/16  11p  2:20
DeKalb County school officials are investigating claims that a student with Down’s Syndrome was mistreated by his 
own teachers. The parents of seven year old Jeremiah Clark say it was a teacher at Hambrick Elementary who 
raised a red flag.

12/9/16 8A 2:35
Poinsettias in your garden, home and how to care for them to make sure they last all season long

12/13/16 5A/7A 2:10
Georgia is named a top travel destination by National Geographic in part for its rich culture, history, diversity and 
varied geographical details from the coast to the piedmont and agrarian heartland to the mountains.

12/14/16 8A/9A 3:30
Decking the halls with boughs of holly is easier said than done---but we visit Scottsdale Farms to learn from the 
expert to easily create unique decorations to brighten up any home

12/14/16 7AM 2:30
Peach Bowl, Inc. the non-profit fundraising arm of the Chick Fil-A Peach Bowl presents a major donation check to 
Atlanta Public Schools to provide key resources to students in at-risk schools
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12/16/16 8AM 2:50
Education on some of the new ideas and tips for creating/displaying festive holiday centerpieces

12/20/16 5A/7A 2:25
#BeKind campaign is a national program designed to help stop bullying---this educational program is making a 
difference in schools and with youth groups across the country and in metro Atlanta

12/26/16 5A/7A/9A 2:15
YouScience Program is an effort to reach top employment goal by finding what career might be the best fit for high 
school students as they look toward life after high school and college, trade school or alternative careers.

12/26/16    5p  2:45
Hundreds of metro Atlanta high school students are discovering career paths through a creative brain game program. 
It's called You Science -- an online test that matches students with industries that bring out their natural abilities. But 
that's not the only reason the program is so successful!

12/27/16 5A/7A/9A 2:55
Georgia’s Film Academy offers a career track academic/trade school tract for students wishing to work in the 
growing film and production business here in Georgia.  Georgia is now the 3rd largest film production state in the 
nation---and in the top five locations in the world for making movies, TV and other production for content providers

12/29/16 5A/7A/9A 2:20
Funds from Atlanta based Chick Fil-A Peach Bowl are funding many worthwhile programs thru its philanthropic 
arm: Peach Bowl, Inc.  One program is an academic mentoring program with Atlanta Public Schools that places an 
academic advisor at every school.

12/30/16 8A 3:40
Pike Nurseries discusses the health benefits of incorporating houseplants into décor and how that could improve 
your healthy habits in New Year

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

11/14/16   5/6p         6:15
It’s the comment that everyone is talking about.  State senator Vincent Fort announces his campaign for Atlanta 
mayor and he promises to de-criminalize marijuana. Senator Fort says the move would free up police officers to 
focus on more important things like the city's increasing murder rate and gang problem.  And he says it would also 
keep a number of young people out of jail. 

11/18/16     5p   1:35
At least eight students got sick this afternoon. The father of one of them tells us his son admitted to eating gummy 
bears laced with marijuana. This is all happening at Austin Road Middle School in Henry County. 
Police and firefighters rushed to the school as soon as they got reports that the kids were sick.

RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

10/3/16           5/6/10P           4:30
Forsyth County schools fired a para-pro for reportedly making racists posts on her Facebook page. 
The reported racist comment about the first lady was brought to the attention of the school district after it went viral.

10/3/16            10/11P          3:10
Swastikas and Hitler’s name all over a playground. Atlanta public schools system is investigating *who* left these 
hateful messages at an elementary school--It happened on the eve of Jewish holiday Rosh Hashanah.
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10/27/16               5p/6p                3:50
A Gwinnett County home is targeted and tagged with racist graffiti. They were slurs so bad, we had to blur where 
they were spray painted on the side of a home. But from what we can show you -- you can imagine it was shock for 
neighbors to see. Tonight -- those ugly words have been painted over. But that paint can't cover the emotions that 
people in the community feel tonight. Fox 5's Patty Pan is live in Lawrenceville with a look at the hateful words -- 
and what police say about the person behind them.

11/14/16                5/6/10/11p        6:20
A Muslim teacher at a Gwinnett County school was shocked to find a disturbing note addressed to her in her 
classroom on Friday. That teacher posted photos on her Facebook page of the threat.

11/22/16     5/6p       4:20
In Gwinnett County, messages of hate and racism were spray painted all over a local school campus.
Vandals hit Collins Hill High School overnight. School is out for Thanksgiving break but students and parents who 
showed up to go to a wrestling tournament were greeted with the crude messages this morning.

11/29/16   6p     2:20
Local synagogues are on high alert after threats have been reported at Jewish Community centers in the metro 
Atlanta area. The Anti-Defamation League says several Jewish institutions not only here, but in the southeast and 
the nation have gotten anti-Semitic fliers in the mail. 

11/29/16   11p          2:00
Hate filled graffiti covers a Paulding County house. Deputies there tell us someone painted Swastikas, KKK letters 
and an anti-Mexican message all over. Neighbors are angry saying this doesn't reflect their community and they 
want whoever did it caught.

ECONOMY 

10/3/16 7A/9A 2:30
Retirement planning.  Are you ready?  If  you are late to the retirement saving game---no worries we learn more 
about strategies you  can use to prepare

10/4/16 8AM 3:00
Real estate expert John Adams is in studio to answer question about what needs to be disclosed when selling 
properties---ethically and legally\

10/5/16 9A 3:30
Consumer expert Steve Noviello talks holiday time management as we near the busy season

10/10/16 7A/9A 1:45
Big box store Best Buy fined:  we take  a closer look at why the retailer agreed to a nearly $4 Million dollar fine for 
selling recalled products.  What can you do to protect yourself at retail

10/12/16 7A/9A 2:35
A Call for Action success story as our team helps a viewer recover after suffering from Identity Theft—we also use 
the opportunity to solicit new and more volunteers for our Call For Action team.

10/12/16 9A 3:00
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello  joins us with DIY expert Catrina Kidd to talk about the ease and success of DIY 
projects anyone can complete.

10/14/16 7A/9A 2:45
A consumer alert:  when you rent a car and sync up your smartphone---don’t forget to “clean house” before your 
turn that rental in.  If you don’t clear out the vehicle’s onboard system---you’ll leave lots of personal information 
behind---that the next renter could find beneficial? And open yourself up to getting hacked
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10/20/16 9A 3:50
Hidden Treasures---we take a look at some items viewers and our expert antiques dealer brings in to find out if there 
may be a hidden treasure to be found

10/25/16 8A 3:15
Real estate expert John Adams explains the trick and treats at Open Houses.  What to look for when you stop by

10/26/16 7A/9A 2:30
We provide 5 easy to use tips for saving on a new car

10/26/16 9A 3:00
Savings for the Halloween holiday when searching for the perfect costume
10/28/16 7A/9A 3:15
Extended car loans—as long as 84 months---but does it make financial sense? We take a closer look at pros and 
cons of paying off a car over 7 years

10/28/16 8A 3:30
Personal Finance expert stops by to discuss the importance of planning for retirement  with some easy to use 
retirement tips and advice

10/31/16 7A/9A 2:35
It may only be Halloween---but now is the best time to book your holiday travel on airlines

11/01/16         6/10/11p   7:35
A construction accident in Alabama sparked an explosion on the Colonial Pipeline that runs from Texas through our 
state. That means the gas pipeline is shut down from Alabama all the way up the east coast.
And drivers here are frustrated because this is the second time in just a few weeks there's been an issue with this 
particular pipeline.

11/8/16 8A 3:35
Are you renting when you should be owning?  Real Estate expert John Adams stops by for those answers and more

11/9/16 7A/9A 3:15
Saving money on splitting meds:  When is it safe and when it is not

11/10/16 5A/7A 2:30
We highlight the 5 least expensive but sure thing cars you can buy

11/11/16 7A/9A 3:15
Life Insurance---we help educate folks about th basics you need to know when researching and buying various life 
insurance products

11/14/16 7A/9A 2:45
How to spot a fake or contraband when it comes to shopping---now that we are in holiday shopping mode---never 
more important to remember “caveat emptor” (buyer beware)   We give you list of top fakes to be wary of….

11/18/16 7A/9A 2:30
Mobile payment systems----

11/21/16 7A/9A 3:00
Black Friday AJC deal insert----we give you a sneak peak at the largest sale circular published each year in 
anticipation of the Black Friday shopping craze

11/22/16 8A/9A 3:00
Meet a “power shopper” who demonstrates the strategy to get the most out of the Black Friday deals
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11/23/16 7A/9A 3:15
Black Friday electronic deals

11/24/16    10p    `  2:05
It’s Thanksgiving Day, which -- for some -- means hitting the stores for those black Friday deals. Shoppers across 
metro Atlanta stood in lines waiting to get their hands on those door buster deals.

11/25/16   10p  1:30
Hundreds hit the stores at the Mall of Georgia this morning hoping to snag some of the big deals. Some even 
traveled for hours to shop.

11/25/16 5/6/7/8/ 2:20
Black Friday at the Mall plus a look-a-head to Cyber Monday

11/25/16    10p     2:15
The holiday shopping season is here... Shoppers across the U.S., hitting the stores for those door buster deals. One of 
the busiest malls in our area is the North Georgia Premium Outlets in Dawsonville.

11/29/16 8A 4:15
Real estate expert John Adams stops by to education audience on what landlords are looking for in tenants

11/30/16 7A/9A 2:45
Car insurance review---many people are paying too much.  We explain why you should review your policy annual 
and pay close attention to make sure you are not paying too much

12/2/16 7A/9A 2:45
Travel Dead week(s) are the best time to travel before and after  peak holiday travel times----we show you how you 
save big money by booking your flights during these windows

12/5/16 7A/9A 3:00
End of year financial checklist.   Those items you need to check off your list to make sure you, your family and 
household are in good financial shape

12/7/16 7A/9A 2:25
Discounted gift cards:  as you prepare to spend money on holiday gifts we have some consumer advice about how to 
get the most for your money when it comes to gift cards

12/9/16 7A/9A 3:35
Holiday debt---a bad idea.  Remember  the pitfalls of charging your holidays away---the resulting debt can be 
overwhelming and could ruin your credit score

12/12/16 7A/9A 2:15
Gift card freebies—when you buy certain cards you can earn or receive extra cash value

12/13/16 8AM 3:00
What you should look for in a great landlord----real estate expert John Adams stops by to give consumer tips

12/16/16 7A/9A 2:40
Shopping APPS----the newest APPS help you find the best deal in town----

12/21/16 7A/9A 2:45
Digital shopping it’s  in the details:  what to know about digital receipts, gift receipts and a look at return policies
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12/27/16 8A 3:45
Real estate expert John Adams is here to speak about the importance of smoke detectors and why now is a good time 
to update yours in your home, rental or other properties

12/28/16 9A 4:00
Consumer expert and advocate Steve Noviello is here with some easy steps to Save on your taxes for 2016 as we 
near the year’s end---and start thinking of getting our tax returns ready in 2017

12/30/16 7A/9A 2:45
Year End tax tips…..and charitable donations.   We have consumer advice as the year ends to help minimize your 
tax liability so you are ready when the tax filing season arrives

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

10/3/16            5P           2:40
By the age of six, Kyle James had been in the hospital dozens of times.  Every month, he had to go back to 
children's healthcare of Atlanta for a blood transfusion. Kyle was born with sickle cell disease. His parents figured it 
would be a part of his life forever. Until they discovered Kyle's sister Kendall -- could be his cure!

10/4/16            5P            2:20
October means two things:  Cooler temperatures and pumpkin everything! You've got pumpkin spice lattes, 
pumpkin bread, roasted pumpkin seeds and pumpkin pie. But how can you get that "pumpkin fix" without 
overloading on sugar and calories?

10/4/16 7A/9A 2:00
New treatment procedure for administering insulin.  This time with an aerosol—we take a look at why it may work 
for some patients…but not for others.

10/5/16             5P           2:40
Kirk Smith of Athens looks like the picture of health. He's competed in triathlons for fifteen years, and has run 
longer than that. And now, being in such great shape may help him battle through his latest challenge in life -- lung 
cancer.       

10/6/16                5P               2:35
An alarming new study shows Black women are dying of breast cancer at much higher rates than White women. But 
the major u-s city with the widest gap in survival rates -- is Atlanta. So, why our city? And what can be done to 
reverse the trend?

10/6/16 7A/9A 2:15
The disparity between the mortality rates of black women and white women when it comes to breast cancer.   
Special emphasis on Atlanta where this disparity is the greatest in the nation according to a new study

10/7/16 9AM 3:30
Money expert Rachel Cruze stops by to provide smart money tips ---focusing on the “4 Healthy Money Habits” you 
can implement in your household

10/11/16 7A/9A 2:30
Senior moments and your memory—the experts talk about what this means.  Just how  to you tell the difference 
between normal mental lapses---and something more serious in your loved ones

10/11/16 8A 2:00
Why it’s important to go to the doctor?  We find out about a physician who routinely  “put off” going for yearly 
physicals and such----until a visit turned up a serious malady.  Thankfully it was treated—and now this doctors 
knows to maintain vigilant, and schedule health check-ups
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10/11/16            5p                   2:25
Many men would rather do just about anything but go see their doctor.  And one local surgeon is a great example of 
that. He put off going in for a checkup for at least fifteen years.  And, when he finally *did* go in -- his life and his 
attitude were dramatically changed.

10/11/16             5p                    2:25
Most of us have experienced an awkward "senior moment. You blank on your neighbor's name  or, you park your 
car -- and then have no idea where you left it. So are those memory slips normal -- or a sign of a deeper issue?

10/12/16             5p                  2:50
Many of us have mixed feelings about turning fifty. But for Nicole Kelly, hitting the half-century mark feels like a 
dream comes true. That's because the Grayson mother sees each day that she has -- and each breath she takes -- as a 
gift. 

10/12/16            5p                3:50
Parents are concerned after tests find lead in the drinking water at multiple DeKalb County Schools.
The district started testing its schools after lead contamination turned up at school buildings in other states
And they found high levels in some of the drinking water sources.    
 
10/13/16           5p                 2:10
If you're sniffling and sneezing right now, the culprit may not be ragweed - the usual fall allergy trigger.
That's because there's a new pollen producer in town. Emory researchers say the Chinese Elm - has driven up the fall 
pollen count.

10/13/16 7A/9A 2:45
Fall allergies are explored.  While many sufferers may think it is caused by  a traditional problem like ragweed---it 
actually is a new low-maintenance tree widely used by landscapers----the Chinese Elm---we learn more about it and 
allergy sufferers can do to combat their symptoms

10/13/16 8A 2:00
Closer look with a cystic fibrosis survivor and how they managed their illness

10/14/16             5p             2:20
Anti-vaccine protestors turned out in force outside the CDC's Atlanta headquarters. They claim the agency has 
covered up research that shows a link between childhood vaccinations and autism. Several studies have found 
connections between them. It seems the debate over vaccine safety isn't going away.

10/17/16                  5/6                   2:30
Needles are just part of life for many diabetics. To control their blood sugar, they have to inject themselves with 
insulin. But there is a newer option -- that has some diabetics living *nearly* needle-free.
It's called "Arezzo". 

10/18/16               5p                        2:25
Heart disease is not a leading cause of death for teens. Doctors insist there's plenty of reason to be concerned 
because many risk factors, like obesity and diabetes, can run in the family. One Cobb County family and their teen 
are trying to break the trend.

10/18/16 7A/9A 3:00
No more shots for diabetes sufferers?  Now, insulin can be inhaled----the FDA has approved AFREZZA and our 
medical team takes a closer look at this treatment and meets one patient who has been using it very beneficially

10/18/19 8A 2:30
Making sure young adults and teenagers get adequate cardio in their daily routines
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10/19/16               5p                    2:15
At the tender age of 85, Lea Nixon is learning how to land a punch and she does it pretty well. For the last five 
years, the soft-spoken Buckhead grandmother has lived with Parkinson's disease. But recently, she discovered 
boxing....and it's making a difference.

10/20/16               5p                      2:30
Morning sickness can make for a very long, uncomfortable pregnancy. It hits most women in their first trimester. 
Then usually ebbs as time passes and you get further into the pregnancy. But for some women, the nausea and 
vomiting last for nine miserable months.

10/20/16                5p                       2:30
Morning sickness can make for a very long, uncomfortable pregnancy. It hits most women in their first trimester. 
Then usually ebbs as time passes and you get further into the pregnancy. But for some women, the nausea and 
vomiting last for nine miserable months.

10/20/16 7A/9A 3:00
Helping expectant mothers deal with morning sickness---there are some new remedies to compliment the old tried 
and true fixes

10/21/16                 5p                          2:20
There's nothing harder to resist than a craving for a donut or candy -- something you know you shouldn't have. So, 
how can you outsmart temptation? The Fox medical team's Beth Galvan has some tips from an expert.

10/24/16                 5p                        2:40 
Dusty Kirby went to war ten years ago and came home with a face he no longer recognized as his own.    
Kirby was pulling guard duty with a marine unit in Iraq when a sniper shot him in the jaw.
It was the beginning of a decade-long struggle. But, recently, Kirby’s luck changed when a team of New York 
surgeons stepped in to help him.

10/24/16 8A/9A 3:30
Atlanta Fitness Studio help you bounce into shape using an innovative work-out regimen utilizing small individual 
trampolines---called DEFINE bounce

10/25/16 7A/9A 3:00
Don’t laugh! No, we’re kidding laugh all you like as a new Georgia State University study suggests mixing laughter 
into an exercise program focused on strength, balance and flexibility could improve older/seniors’ mental health

10/25/16                  5p                     2:45
There is nothing that connects us better than a good laugh. It draws people together and it releases tension. But there 
may be another benefit to laughing.... its helping seniors get in shape. The Fox medical team's Beth Galvin has more 
on a new program called, "laugh active."

10/26/16                5p                       2:40
At 57 -- Leslie Mullins is part of group he never expected to join. He's a breast cancer patient. The married father of 
two from Madison says breast cancer just wasn't even part of his thought process. But, now he knows that men, too, 
may be at-risk.

10/27/16            5p                  2:30
As we get older, we tend to need more medication. So it's not unusual for seniors to juggle several prescription drugs 
for different health conditions. But that can be risky for many reasons. 
The Fox medical team's Beth Galvan has some advice for seniors.

10/27/16 7A/9A 3:25
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An increasing number of elderly patients are on multiple medications----a specialist offers a closer look at the 
dangers of possible addiction, dangerous drug interactions and other serious side effects.

10/28/16                     5p                    1:55
Chris wright grew up seeing things differently from everyone around him. Certain colors -- like reds looked like 
greens. And greens looked like reds. But wright -- is getting a little help -- thanks to new type of glasses. The Fox 
medical team's Beth Galvan is here with his story.
    
10/31/16                   5p                  2:35
Two million Americans suffer from OCD or obsessive compulsive disorder. For Carly Hill, o-c-d took root early. 
By the age of 12, she was repeated checking the doors at night to make sure they were locked. 
By her early twenties, hill had to stop driving -- out of fear she would hit a pedestrian. The Fox medical team's Beth 
Galvan is here now with her story -- and how Carly got help.

11/01/16             5p           2:35
We are one week away from Election Day and for many of us, November 8th cannot come soon enough.
We're stressed -- and tired -- and some of us... You know who you are. Are downright cranky. The American 
Psychological Association has a name for that burn out: They call it "election stress disorder."  

11/02/16            5p           3:40
Devan Johnson has cheered since she was a young girl. She started out as a "flyer," the girl at the top of the stunts.   
And she's now a back-spotter, at the bottom. Along the way, Devan and her big sister Alex, have had their share of 
injuries.  At one point, both suffered a concussion in the same week!  But the Fox medical team's Beth Galvin is 
here to talk about how a screening tool helps doctors treat a concussion.

11/2/16 7A/9A 3:15
Open Enrollment has begun across the county----what you need to know as you prepare to make your annual 
selections from you Employers Plans---or if you have to hit the market place via the Affordable Care Act

11/3/16 7A/9A 3:20
Middle aged weigh gain.  Find out how to jumpstart your fitness program so as you enter middle age years you don’t 
find yourself dealing with the battle of  the bulge.

11/03/16         5p      2:45
Belly fat is easy to put on, and -- often -- hard to take off. That's because it tends to sneak up on us.
Every year, our waist grows a little larger, and our belts a little tighter. But there are ways to beat belly fat. The Fox 
medical team's Beth Galvin is here with some tips on how to beat what some doctors’ say is the worst kind of fat.

11/7/16 5A/7A 2:50
Horse Therapy or Hippotherapy. This physical therapy is in a barn not an office complex---using horsed to help 
people deal with an array of maladies. Everything from cognitive and/or physical disabilities to continued care.

11/8/16 7A/9A 3:00
5 Cancer tests.  You may not be able to walk into any doctor’s office and get tested for all cancers---but there are 
easily accessible tests you need to know about.

11/08/16      5p           2:45
Our blood holds so many secrets about our health. It can help doctors spot the first signs of infection or illness long 
before we develop symptoms. But what about an all-in-one blood test for the most common cancers? Are we 
anywhere close to that? The Fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at the future of finding cancer.

11/09/16         5p       3:35
In a world where everyone is on a smartphone, carrying a teddy bear may seem old-fashioned.
But, having a bear in her arms helped Cindy Baima face one of the hardest moments of her life.
She left the hospital after giving birth, but without a baby. The Fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with the story 
of how that bear inspired a movement.  
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11/10/16          5p          2:35
It's been a very long week. Between the fall times change.... and the late-night election drama, many of us feel like 
zombies.  So, how can we get our sleep back on track?

11/10/16 7A/9A 2:45
Schools fight cavities.  The CDC reports that a significant number of children have NEVER used dental sealants to 
protect their teetch from plaque and acids---that lead to tooth decay.   Now school districts are getting involved---we 
visit a local program helping out in Dekalb County.

11/10/16 8A 2:50
“A bearable transition”   We meet a special couple who have set up a hugging bear non-profit to help families who 
may come to the hospital for a birth—but leave without a child due to many differing reasons.  They began the 
program when they lost their first child after only minutes together after her birth due to a crippling disease.

11/14/16        5p         3:25
Medical care can be costly, even with health insurance.  And across Georgia, nearly fourteen percent of adults don't 
have health coverage. But a network of charity clinics is working to help Georgians get the care they need. The Fox 
Medical Team’s Beth Galvin takes us inside a DeKalb County clinic trying to make a difference.

11/15/16         5p            2:45
Many of us have experienced a case of "sticker shock" at the drug store. We need our prescription 
medications but they can be expensive. So how can we save some money at the pharmacy? The Fox Medical 
Team’s Beth Galvin shows us easy ways to cut drugs costs.

11/15/16 7A/9A 3:10
Drug prices continue to be a big costs associated with healthcare---our consumer reporter shows us the 5 ways to 
keep your prescription med costs down---and why all discount drug cards are not equal

11/15/16 8A 2:45
A low-cost medical clinic that helps save money and lives

11/17/16 7A/9A 2:50
Money is tight for a middle aged man caring for his adult child with cerebral policy.  Thanks to places like the 
HEAL clinic---he can get the quality medical care at no costs.  The clinic’s mission is to serve the underserved and 
uninsured.

11/21/16 5A/7A 2:00
Caps for premies is a close up look at the specially knitted caps a volunteer group make and uses with the pre-
mature infants at local hospital

11/21/16       5p                   3:10
One out of every eight babies in this country is born too soon. Many of these babies face complications -- because 
their bodies haven't had enough time to develop in the womb. For one Lithonia family, the stakes are even higher.   
Their baby Talia is a "micro-preemie," born four months early, weighing less than a pound and a half.

11/22/16   5p        3:20
For most of us--Thanksgiving dinner tends to turn into one big calorie-binge. There's the turkey, the dressing, and 
the gravy -- and then there’s dessert. And before we know it -- we've consumed about 25-hundred calories -- in one 
sitting!  So the Fox Medical Team’s Beth Galvin shows us how to lighten up a little.
 
11/23/16  5p    3:35
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Thanksgiving has a much deeper meaning for one Covington couple. This time last year, Marissa and Kale Waddle 
ton were at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta--where their newborn, Kaleb, was struggling with heart failure -- and 
waiting on a new heart.

11/24/16 8A 2:50
Kaleb got a new heart last Thanksgiving our Med team checks in on him 1 year later

11/28/16      5p   3:15
Most kids -- and many adults -- would love to have a robot. But, for kids with cerebral palsy, a special robot created 
by local researchers could be a game-changer. A team from Georgia State and Georgia Tech has been developing 
the robot for four years now.

11/29/16 7A/9A 3:00
CDC now suggests the use of dental sealants as a preventive measure to tooth decay is an underused technique.  
New research shows benefits and why it reaps benefits---in protecting kids

12/1/16 7A/9A 2:15
Many studies point to the health benefits of coffee drinking---but you might not be making that couple Joe the right 
way to maximize your health benefits---we help you sort it all out

12/6/16 7A/9A 3:00
Tips on how to deal with arthritis during the cold winter months

12/6/16 9A 3:45
Diagnosed with cancer we talk with an America’s Got Talent contestant taking a big stand in the fight against cancer

12/8/16 7A/9A 3:15
5 things you should do to avoid getting a cold this cold & flu season

12/07/16    5p    3:45
We all want to make a difference. But a Cobb County mother did more than that. She changed the life of a teenage 
girl battling lupus -- and many other health challenges. Now that girl: My-shell Armour, can finally move beyond 
sickness.

12/8/16 8A 2:50
The dangerous season---when RSV spikes---a respiratory infection that hits newborns and premature babies 
hard…we have advice from experts to help you protect your family.

12/9/16 7A 4:00
Friends of Disabled Adults and Children are holding a huge fundraiser and multi-amputee and motivation speaker 
Aimee Copeland stops by to talk about the organization

12/12/16             5p               2:40
Children's Healthcare of Atlanta's three emergency departments have been very busy for the last two 
months.  They're seeing a lot of kids -- especially young babies -- coming in with a respiratory virus 
known as "RSV."

12/13/16            5p              2:30
Many kids have some pretty big wish-lists for the holidays. But, as the rolling stones so eloquently put it -- you can't 
always get what you want. One metro Atlanta doctor says saying "no" to gift overload - can actually be a really 
*good* thing for kids.

12/13/16 7A/9A 2:30
How not to spoil kids---WebMD expert stops by to share strategies and talk about various parenting styles
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12/14/16 5A/7A 2:00
Peach Bowl vision testing is another benefit from the annual game that allows for the funding of  vision testing for 
students in underserved communities

12/14/16           5p            2:50
Kason choice's young life got off to a tough start. He suffered an injury during birth that left his left arm paralyzed. 
But choice has beaten the odds, and impressed everyone at children's healthcare of Atlanta.
All because of his heart -- and his will.

12/15/16         5p             2:15
Go to the grocery store. And you have all kinds of milk products to choose from. There's soy milk... Almond milk...  
And coconut milk. But there's also a lot of confusion about which is the healthiest.

12/15/16 7A/9A 2:30
What is the healthiest milk?   A physician and nutritionist talk about the various milk and milk substitutes in terms 
of your health, protein and what might be the best…..turns out it depends

12/16/16        5p           2:00
The internet is a powerful tool for bringing people together to share ideas -- and find solutions to difficult problems. 
They call this "crowdsourcing." And it's opened the door to a really innovative new study.
Women with advanced breast cancer are going online and sharing their medical information with researchers.     

12/20/16          5p         2:10
With Christmas and Hanukah just five days away, many of us have a lot on our plates right now.
So what can you do if you've already got a bad case of "holiday overload?"

12/20/16 7A/9A 2:35
Help with dealing with holiday stress.      Dr. Hansa Bhargava(WebMD) shares some advice and coping skills that 
will help folks get through the end of year and holiday stress.

12/21/16         5p          2:25
A Gwinnett County couple has done something pretty remarkable. Together, Wendell and Wendy weaver have 
dropped nearly 400 pounds! And they've done it with hard work -- and some lifestyle changes.

12/22/16      5p             2:25
The holidays usually are the time of year to bring families together. So, now is a good time to learn more about your 
family's health history. You can do that by interviewing your close relatives.
But, what kinds of questions should you ask and what can you do with the information you find?  

12/22/16 7A/9A 2:50
A weight loss success story—when a patient loses more than 200 pounds in a year---this follow-up takes a look 7 
months later to see how the journey is progressing

12/23/16       10, 11p              3:45
A Snellville family is celebrating what doctors at Atlanta medical center are describing as a Christmas miracle. It 
involves their loved one Jesus Roman and the three doctors who saved his arm and his life.
It’s being called a Christmas miracle. 
12/27/16 7A/9A 2:45
Winter oils---a physician talks about the various oils and what they can do for your health during winter months

12/29/16 7A/9A 2:35
Gearing up for the New Year and a health kick.  Our experts warn you “don’t over do it”.   Emory Sports Medicine 
experts provide some dos and dont’s for picking and executing your new exercise routine

HOMELESS/HUNGER
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10/24/16              5, 6p                 3:00
It's a video that's getting mixed reactions.  Atlanta rapper, Ralo, throwing out 30-thousand dollars to homeless 
people.  Some people see the video and praise the artist; others however call his behavior disgusting and the act 
degrading. Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 sat down with the rapper today.

11/14/16 8A 2:45
Can-struction installation in Midtown Atlanta is created to alert metro Atlanta community about hunger in the 
community---sponsored by the Atlanta Community Food bank

11/15/16      10/11p    4:45
They saw people in trouble and decided to help.  Tonight some local police officers are leading a community effort 
to help young people who are down on their luck.  It all started when a Dunwoody officer encountered three people, 
apparently living on the street.

11/21/16           5p       2:00
A Gainesville family who has made it a mission to help others gets quite the surprise. The family has lived on very 
little. They actually lived up above a shelter in a two bedroom apartment. But that’s all changed, thanks to a 
friend and a couple of people who teamed up to give this family a new home—and pay their mortgage for a year.

11/22/16          5p     2:00
It wouldn't be Thanksgiving for the Fox 5 Atlanta family without spending some time in the kitchen at the 
Renaissance Waverly hotel. Today, members of our team helped prepare more than three-thousand thanksgiving 
meals -- which will go to people served by the Atlanta Community Food Bank.

11/24/16    10p   1:35
Thousands gathered today at the Georgia world congress center for a Thanksgiving tradition---Hosea Helps. The 
47th annual event celebrates the legacy of civil rights leaders by serving those in need. 

12/25/16    6/10p    3:10
It's been a tradition on Christmas Day for the past 47--the annual Hosea Helps Christmas dinner took place at the 
Georgia World Congress center today. The event feeds thousands of Atlanta citizens.

WEATHER/DISASTERS

10/4/16                  10/11P                      3:15
Florida Governor Rick Scott warned residents they need to be prepared for a direct hit from Hurricane Matthew. The 
governor says his biggest worry is that residents won't take the threat seriously if an evacuation order is issued.     

10/5/16                    5/6P                        3:00
A state of emergency is in effect in 13 coastal and South Georgia counties. But Governor Deal urges the entire state 
to be ready ahead of this storm. 
10/5/16                    5/6/11/10P              6:00
The mandatory evacuation of the South Carolina coast was no easy task for senior citizens...Buses filled with 
residents of an assisted living facility near Charleston just arrived in Peachtree city this evening.  Dozens of staff 
members, joined by Peachtree City police and firefighters, helped move the residents safely.

10/5/16                 11P                         1:30
Because of Hurricane Matthew Haitians in Georgia can't return home. That’s left people stranded-- including dozens 
of orphans in a choir, who were touring the country. Some people stepped up to help those kids.

10/5/16—thru 10/8/16 5A/6A/7A/8A/9A 2:00
Hurricane Matthew moves thru Haiti and takes aim at southeastern United States---including coastal Georgia.

10/6/16                5/6/10/11                     6:00
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Georgia officials have ordered mandatory evacuations for the coastal areas. Nearly 500,000 people are moving 
inland and away from the strong and dangerous storm.  Many residents on St. Simons Island are packing up and 
heading out ahead of Hurricane Matthew's arrival.

10/6/16                 5/6/10/11                    6:00
Long lines of people trying to get to safety before Hurricane Matthew hits. Interstate 16 has been turned into a one 
way road-- only letting people go west away from the coast.

10/8/16                  6p                          1:05
The last few days we've seen thousands of people in Georgia evacuate their homes as hurricane Matthew moved up 
the coast luckily, we've also witnessed many places across the state opening their doors for people seeking shelter.  
Gracemont Assisted Living and Care facility in Cumming welcomed more than 60 people from Savannah...

10/17/16                  5/6p                          4:00
A state of emergency in Haralson County because of a water shortage.  The situation there is so extreme - fire crews 
have to bring in water from another state to respond to emergencies. The problem is the Tallapoosa River.  It's the 
water source for the County's 30-thousand residents. The water levels are so low that it's created a dangerous 
situation.

10/25/16                 10, 11p                       3:40
Crews are continuing to battle a wildfire burning across two counties. At one point today. Many were forced to 
evacuate their homes. Fox Five's George Franco joins us live from Floyd County, where several are burning along 
just one highway. George... Are investigators considering arson as a possible cause?

11/09/16             10p      2:10
Families have been forced from their homes as wildfires spread across the region. Thousands of acres torched as 
teams work around the clock to put out dozens of fires burning out of control in north Georgia, Tennessee and North 
Carolina.  Tonight-- a new concern as the shifting wind pushes thick smoke and haze into metro Atlanta.

11/09/16            11p   1:45
Many of you woke up to the smell of smoke this morning in metro Atlanta. A shift in winds caused smoke from the 
fires burning in north Georgia to make its way down into metro Atlanta. Prompting a warning from the state 
department of health.

11/11/16          5p    2:40
The north Georgia wildfires have made for very hazy conditions in the metro Atlanta area and the poor air quality is 
having an impact on some people's health. We know some sports programs have even canceled outdoor games this 
week to protect athletes.

11/17/16        10p  1;25
Governor Nathan Deal has just imposed some significant restrictions on our water use. This comes in response to the 
extreme drought that's impacting all of us and fueling wildfires in north Georgia.

11/28/16  5/6p    4:00
All that rain is going to bring wet roads. It could also cause trouble for drivers. But the department of transportation 
is trying to make the wet commute as easy as possible.

11/29/16   10/11p   4:45
The holiday season comes with a warning tonight--be careful if you plan on buying a live Christmas tree this year. 
That's because the severe dry conditions could turn that tree into a fire hazard. 

11/30/16   6/10/11p       18:35
The Fox 5 Storm and News teams are spread across metro Atlanta following an afternoon of severe weather. 
Damage reports are pouring in from counties across our viewing area—including at this QuikTrip station in 
Mableton where trees came down and caused big damage. 
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GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATION

10/4/16 5A/7A 1:45
Traffic Law Tuesday----we take a closer look at the rules governing the use or rules not to use the Emergency lane 
along the interstate system

10/6/16 5A/7A 1:55
Taking away the keys from the elderly driver in your life.   It is a decision which families are dealing with every 
day; when is the right time or the mandatory time you should no longer  allow your elderly loved one to drive.

10/6/16       10/11P                 2:50
Angry crowds... Loud protests... Lines of fed up people, willing to wait -- to speak their mind. This was the scene at 
the DeKalb County town hall meeting tonight, where hundreds of residents gathered to get answers about their high 
water bills.

10/10/16-10/11/16 5A/6A/7A/8A 2:15
2nd Presidential Debate presented by National Commission----preview and follow up

10/13/16 5A/6A/7A/8A/9A 2:00
Lead testing at Dekalb County Schools  has turned up some positive results.  The on-going testing will take several 
months to complete for the entire inventory of schools and buildings.  While there is no immediate public health 
concern---this is a long process and continue focus on transparency in the public sector

10/13/16 5A/7A 2:30
A new transit technology and corresponding APP is helping make college and university campuses across Georgia 
and the nation safer---by allowing students to know specifically when and where school transportation will be 
available—and also how students and staff can call for rides during overnight hours.

10/17/16 7A 2:15
Commission on Presidential Debates:  preparatory explainer on final election presidential debate

10/17/16         5/6p                  3:30
Atlanta's city council is considering getting rid of the city's parking vendor after years of complaints.
Critics have complained "Park Atlanta” is too aggressive or unwilling to compromise.      

10/19/16-10/20/16 6A/7A/8A 240
Presidential debate

10/24/16                     10, 11p                         3:00
It's become a dire situation in certain metro Atlanta counties... As the extreme drought continues to cause problems. 
Some areas are even enforcing voluntary and mandatory outdoor water bans. Fox 5's Marissa Mitchell joins us live 
in Canton tonight, where officials are urging people to cut back on any water-involved outdoor activities.

10/24/16                     10, 11p                  3:00
Experts say it's a growing problem across the country and right here in Georgia. Criminals targeting the elderly for 
their own financial gain. But as Fox Five's Claire Simms reports, law enforcement and others from across the state 
took part in a special training today to help put an end to it.  

10/25/16                     6p                         2:00
An outspoken state lawmaker has called for a "high profile attorney" to resign his position on the "state election 
board. “You’ve heard the name "Tex McIver" because he's the Buckhead lawyer who says he
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Accidentally shot and killed his wife Diane while riding in an s-u-v in September. State Senator Vincent fort claims 
McIver made "racially charged statements" following that shooting.
McIver’s attorney denies his client made those "racially charged remarks."

10/26/16                 5p, 6p                          3:00
Kasim Reed telling us today he will finally weigh in on the controversial plan later today.  That amendment on 
November’s ballot is for the opportunity school district.  That's Governor Nathan Deal's plan to fix failing schools in 
our state.                      

11/01/16         6p      3:00
A recent explosion in "car break-ins" and "gas station carjacking’s”. You can blame Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed 
who admits that when he pushed APD to bring down the violent crime rate the city dropped the ball with property 
crimes.

11/1/16 7A/8A/9A 2:00
President vote preparations and final campaigning

11/1/16 7A/9A 2:30
Election stress:  how can you and your family deal with and recover with this phenomenon---especially for children 
who may find it challenging

11/7/16 7A/8A 2:45
General Election preview day as Clinton & Trump make final pitches for votes in the Presidential Election

11/8/16 5A/7A/9A 2:35
The “gore” gamble on the highways---we give the law and details on safety when it comes to those triangular areas 
near most highway on and off ramps.

11/9/16 5A/6A/7A/8A/9A 3:00
Presidential Race results as well as several statewide and local races are decided---we have all the details

11/9/16 9A 4:00
Polling analysis and what was right and wrong.   Pollster and political pundit Matt Towery is in-studio for a 
complete wrap-up on Election Day 2016

11/10/16         5p       5:20
Atlanta's Mayor and Police Chief announced today new, life-saving safety equipment for police officers in our city -
- including vests that will better protect officers. The new equipment won't just keep *officers safe. It will also 
help protect *you.

11/17/16 5A/7A 2:50
Roadside vehicle advice book author is showcased in this treatment focuses on roadside survival---with tricks that 
will help you repair, remedy, or help you or others in roadside distress

11/21/16   11p  2:10 
Relief tonight for neighbors upset over a proposed rehabilitation facility for victims of sex trafficking.  The Hall 
County planning commission denied Straight Street Revolution Ministries' application for zoning changes that 
would pave the way for the center to go into a residential area.  

11/22/16     10/11p   4:20
It was a decision that shocked people all across the state. This man—Brandon Lee Gary-- was convicted of taking 
video up a young woman's skirt. But this summer, the state's appellate court overturned that conviction... saying “up 
skirting" is not a violation of Georgia's current privacy law. Now, a group of lawmakers plans to change that. 
They've filed legislation to make "up skirting" illegal.
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11/22/16 5A/7A 2:45
Roadside assistance survival tips.  Along with the help of a seasoned road warrior survival expert we help folks 
navigate the dos and don’t of roadside repairs and dealing with emergencies

11/24/16       10p  2:10
Last year was the deadliest on Georgia roadways since 2008...More than 14-hundred people lost their lives on the 
road. One state lawmaker from Atlanta says now is the time to help reduce distracted driving in our state--by getting 
people off their phones. She wants to make it against the law to be on your cell phone while driving.

11/30/16 5A/7A 2:30
New Bike share program continues to expand as the city of Atlanta encourages alternative commute/transportation 
through the core city---and more and more cities like the idea

12/1/16 5A/7A 1:20
Governor’s Office of Highway Safety & Triple “A” team up to spread the word about safe driving during the busy 
holiday travel season and New Year

12/01/16    11p   2:25
The fight over so-called sanctuary campuses is heating up. One state lawmaker says he and his colleagues 
are already looking at ways to discipline universities that try to declare sanctuary status.
Emory University’s president said they are considering a petition from students.

12/02/16   5/6p     4:30
For weeks, we've told you about increasing crime in metro Atlanta. There are increases in the murder rate, smash 
and grab robberies, and carjacking’s at gas stations. Many people are frustrated and demand action. Now a 
group called concerned citizens united has called on the governor's officer to help, giving him a petition calling for a 
crackdown on crime. 

12/03/16    10p    2:10
A social circle police officer has been fired after a shocking traffic stop with a teenager. The department's police 
chief says--along with threatening and cursing the 17-year-old--the officer violated policies. Police released the dash 
cam and body camera footage that resulted in his termination.

12/05/16     5/6/11p    5:25
Atlanta says it has the best surveillance camera system in the country. And now -- it's getting even better.
Today -- police and the mayor showed us new improvements to the system. And the cameras won't just help catch 
criminals—they can valuable tools during severe weather. 

12/6/16 5A/7A 2:00
Changes to Georgia Highway 20 in the north metro will make a big impact on the communities—we visit during an 
open house to learn more

12/12/16               10, 11p                      3:10
A local police department has found a way to honor all the police officers across the U.S. who was killed in the line 
of duty this year. It's a Christmas tree that stands tall in the middle of the city hall of Cedartown. 

12/12/16               10, 11p                  3:10
It was standing room only at a South Fulton city hood meeting. One of the big concerns was crime at gas stations 
which have seen a rash of robberies, kidnappings and more. 

12/13/16               5, 6p                  3:00
DeKalb County CEO Burrell Ellis is officially back on the job. The Georgia Supreme Court overturned Ellis' 
conviction for attempted extortion and perjury last month -- and that cleared the way for him to return to his seat as 
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the County's top executive. He was a no show for today's County commission meeting, but plans to speak publically 
when he returns to work.

12/13/16          5, 6p                2:30
Tough questions for Atlanta's new police chief. In the midst of Erika Shields' confirmation meeting -- city council 
members started hitting her with questions about crime in the city. They told her people were afraid of crime. One of 
them even told her that she didn't believe the crime stats put out by the APD were accurate.

12/17/16           6, 10p                3:00
New details have been released about the firings of three Cherokee County firefighters. We first told you about a 
scandal inside a firehouse centered on a photograph that a source described as quote "bad"...Now an internal affairs 
report fills in the details.

12/19/16            5, 6p               1:30
The protests outside the Georgia capitol today. Did nothing to change the action inside the capitol.
While those demonstrators voiced opposition to president-elect Donald Trump. Georgia’s Electoral College voters 
were casting ballots "for" mister Trump. All 16 of our state's votes went to trump in an Electoral College sweep. 
And just moments ago, after national Electoral College votes were counted...It was confirmed that "Donald Trump" 
is the president elect of the United States.

12/30/16  5/6/1-p     8:30
Crime, after crime, after crime at local gas stations. Drivers say they’re fed up with carjacking’s and thefts and they 
don't feel safe. The number of those crimes across south Fulton County has escalated and now, Fulton County 
leaders are calling it a crisis. Even actress Queen Latifah became a victim when her car was stolen last week. County 
leaders are meeting right now to unveil a plan they hope will help solve the problem. 

12/30/16 9A 4:00
Newly appointed Atlanta Police Chief Erika Shields talks about safety surrounding the upcoming New Year’s 
weekend activities---plus touches on concerns about recent crime at gas stations—and her outlook for her 
administration’s focus in the upcoming years

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

10/1/16        10P          1:25
A toddler was shot and killed inside a McDonough home. Investigators say the 18-month-old boy may 
have been shot by his three-year-old brother.

10/2/16         10/11P      2:50
A female taxi cab driver is gunned down during a robbery. DeKalb police say it happened after she 
picked up a passenger in Chamblee. Police did make an arrest in the case. 

10/3/16         5/6P           3:00
The Ross Harris "child murder trial" is now underway. The Cobb County father's trial was moved south to 
"Glynn County" because of intense publicity in metro Atlanta. Now it will be up to Brunswick jurors to 
decide if Ross Harris is guilty of the murder of his own little boy.
10/3/16         5/6P            2:00
Atlanta police are searching for a crook who stole a car from this gas station on flat shoals road.
That crime set off a frantic search for the car--and a nightmare for a terrified mother… because her child was in the 
backseat!

10/3/16          5/6P              2:10
She was doing something most of you do all the time. Gassing up her SUV. While she was distracted at 
the pump. A crook crawled into her car-- and then drove away with it.
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10/3/16         5/6P              2:40
The search is on for a gunman after a fatal weekend shooting at a gas station in southwest Atlanta.
Friends of the victim say he leaves behind a teenager daughter and a newborn son.
Officers say there was an argument before the gunfire. 

10/3/16         10/11            2:40
DeKalb County authorities are trying to find this man "Taiquan Mitchell." The now convicted killer 
walked away from the DeKalb County courthouse during his trial today. Police are now working to track 
him down...

10/4/16           5/6               2:00
Police have now confirmed the deaths of two teen whose bodies were found inside a Riverdale home 
were the result of a murder suicide. Police believe 15 -year-old Christopher Andrews shot and killed 16-
year-old Samaya Copeland then killed him. 
        
10/4/16                 11P                   1:55
A Gwinnett County woman says she "finally feels safe" for the first time since her husband was shot a 
month ago. William Hudson was on the job at a Norcross hotel, when he was shot more than a dozen 
times. Deputies now say the suspected gunman is behind bars. 

10/5/16                 10/11P               3:00
 The GBI has now joined local law enforcement in the search for 27 year old Heather McDonald.
Her rental car was found abandoned two weeks ago... And her phone has since been disconnected.

10/6/16                  5/6P                  4:00
New developments in the shooting death of a high profile business executive. For the first time, we're 
hearing what Diane McIver's husband says led up to the shooting. And he's telling police the entire thing 
was an accident. He even took a polygraph test.  Fox 5 spoke with the man who administered the 
polygraph test. 

10/6/16               10/11P                2:20
Police are calling it *senseless*...Investigators say a father was gunned down during an attempted 
carjacking at a Fulton County gas station. 

10/7/16                    5/6P                   2:50
A Pickens high school math teacher has been arrested on charges of inappropriate contact with several 
students- even have physical contact with one teenager. Deputies charged Daniel Culbreth with sexual 
assault by persons with supervisory authority.

10/7/16              5/6/10/11p            6:00
Cars riddled with bullets and windows shot out in a hail of gunfire near a midtown Atlanta club. 
Authorities say more than 60 shots were fired from multiple weapons. Some midtown visitors worry 
about the area's safety.

10/7/16            10/11p           2:40
Henry County police call it the ultimate crime of opportunity. They say Hurricane Matthew evacuees who 
moved into metro-area to get away from the storm. Officers say thieves stole the precious items they tried 
to save.
10/8/16              6/10p            3:00
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A night out at a popular Marietta restaurant ends in tragedy for a local couple. Police say someone shot 
and killed this 48-year-old man and wounded his wife last night in the parking lot of Pappadeaux.
Fox 5 spoke with the victim's sister.

10/9/16              10/11p         3:00
A frantic search for a little girl from Florida. Deputies say 4-year-old Rebecca Lewis was last seen at a 
gas station in Georgia. They believe a former family friend is the man who took her from her home.

10/10/16              5/6p                      3:00
Tears of joy from the grandmother of a missing Florida girl. Her 4-year-old granddaughter was found safe 
- and the man accused of taking her was arrested. The girl was found at a hospital in Tennessee. 
The man accused of kidnapping her was taken into custody.

10/10/16               5/6p                    3:00
A news alert out of Bartow County -- police and family are desperate to find this missing woman in Winder. They're 
especially concerned because she has a medical condition. Her family and officers handed out fliers with her 
pictures.

10/10/16               10/11p            3:00
A chase ends in a crash involving a deputy--- and one murder suspect behind bars. It took law enforcement across 
two states and at least three counties to close the case. Two people were arrested, suspected of kidnapping and 
murdering "26-year-old Joshua Buchanan". His body was found in a shallow grave in North Carolina-- and police 
believe these two people had something to do with that.

10/10/16              10/11p               3:00
She was robbed and shot at gunpoint-- and her husband was murdered in front of her. A Cobb County woman is 
begging for leads after a deadly shooting outside the Pappadeaux's restaurant on Windy Hill road. She says the 
gunman snatched a five-dollar necklace from her neck before running off. 

10/10/16             10/11 p              3:00
Police say a man-- dressed in all purple-- took off with a truck, tools and whole lot more. The business owner is 
understandably furious -- but he's also puzzled because his truck has the company's name plastered all over it.

10/11/16               5/6p                3:10
Cobb County authorities say a man drove more than 130 miles an hour trying to escape police. But that's not the 
worst part -- officers say his infant daughter was in the backseat during the chase.

10/11/16              5/6p                 3:10
A mom goes to pick up her child from her ex-boyfriend's home when things turn deadly. DeKalb County 
police confirm two people were shot, one of them fatally, in a neighborhood this morning.     
10/11/16              5/6p                 3:20
A judge has harsh words for a man who fled the DeKalb County courthouse right before he was convicted 
of murder. Authorities recaptured Taiquan Mitchell in South Carolina. A judge handed down Mitchell's 
sentence -- but not before he gave some excuses for his actions.   

10/12/16                5/6p                  3:00
Terrifying moments for a pharmacist at a Peachtree City Walgreens after this man walks and robs him.
The robber held a gun to the pharmacist's head -- and demanded prescription drugs.

10/12/16               5/6p                    3:10
Gwinnett County police are on the hunt for a man they say is stealing money. They believe he broke into cars-- stole 
purses- and later was able to take cash of the victims’ accounts. 

10/12/16              5/6p                      3:10
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Tex McIver told police that a gun accidentally went off and killed his wife, Diane, as the couple and a friend drove 
near Piedmont Park in Atlanta.  We've learned more about what police are looking for as they investigate the 
shooting.

10/12/16             10/11p                    3:20
He says criminals were using his good name to try to steal money from innocent people. The Fulton County Sheriff's 
office *chief jailer* says if you get a call from a "Chief Deputy Mark Adger" asking for money-- hang up and call 
police.

10/12/16             10/11p                    3:00
A grieving mother is looking for answers, after the body of her daughter was found in northwest Atlanta in August. 
Police say 26-year-old Morgan Oller had been dead a few days when her body was discovered -- badly decomposed 
and rolled up in bedding. There is a crime stoppers reward to find Morgan's killer.

10/13/16            5/6/10p                   4:35
Coweta County deputies release body camera video in a strange case. It all started when a couple had dinner at 
Waffle House. Police say they skipped out on the bill -- but the employees wouldn't let them get away that easily. 
The workers helped police track them down. Officers say the couples are also tied to another crime in Atlanta.

10/13/16           10/11p                 3:00
Black plastic masks-- and brass knuckles! Police say scary looking criminals are on the loose. They're wanted for a 
violent robbery at a family-friendly restaurant in Candler Park-- police say one of the men even punched a man to 
steal the cash.

10/13/16           10/11p                  2:30
A Hall County former band booster president is facing an uncertain future, after police say he stole from the people 
he was supposed to be helping. Members of the Johnson High School band and the booster club say they'll forge 
ahead -- despite a major financial hit.

10/13/16               11p                   1:40
Authorities in Fulton County are looking into who's behind at least one phone call where the caller posed as the 
chief jailer and tried to scare a family into paying hundreds of dollars in fraudulent fines. Now, one Cherokee 
County mom says she turned the tables on someone trying to pull a similar con.  

10/14/16               5/6p                     3:40
A former Christian school teacher is accused of having sexual relations with a teenage student and kissing another.  
Christopher brown was a teacher at Mount Paran Christian School in Cobb County. 
He was taken off the job after the school learned of the accusations against him.

10/14/16               5/6p                    4:15
Surveillance cameras capture thieves making off with not one but two cars from a driveway in Atlanta. 
And it only took them 90 seconds.  A homeowner put up the camera after she became a crime victim.
But this time the thieves hit her neighbors.

10/14/16             10/11p               3:20
Police say he robbed several people, stole a car, set a minivan on fire and burned down a house. Henry County 
police say "Daniel Vickery's" wild crime spree came to a less than dramatic end-- when they found him sleeping in a 
stolen car.

10/15/16            6/10p                  3:00
Employees at a used car lot say thieves struck their business again. Co-owners of the Duluth shop say crooks have 
stolen three cars in the last six months from their lot. The robbing crew was caught on camera. Employees say the 
crooks stole a key to a Cadillac and left with it.    
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10/15/16               10p                     1:50
An early morning fire has displaced residents of a home for developmentally disabled adults. Rome’s' fire 
department suspects arson is to blame.

10/16/16               10/11p                  2:30
Shoppers were met with crime scene tape after a triple shooting outside a store in DeKalb County.
Police say three men were wounded in a Lowe's parking lot in Lithonia. Investigators are still trying to put all the 
pieces together. They say the shooting including two crime scenes. 

10/17/16              5/6p                   3:10
Authorities find millions of dollars’ worth of methamphetamines in metro Atlanta. A raid on an Alpharetta 
apartment led to the seizure of 95 pounds of crystal meth and the arrest of one man.And this isn't the first time he's 
been in trouble with the law. 

10/17/16                    6/10p                  3:15
Alert police officers say they tracked a low-life to one of Atlanta’s high end malls. It started with a closer look at a 
stolen car... And ended with a foot chase through Lenox Square. After all was said and done--a man wanted for 
failure to register as a sex offender was in custody.

10/17/16               10/11p                    3:20
Police are calling him "desperate" and "dangerous"-- One man... wanted for three separate robberies at local 
pharmacies. Investigators tell us they've linked him to crimes in Stockbridge, Fayetteville and in Peachtree City. His 
goal each time to get away with as many prescription drugs as possible.

10/18/16                   5/6/10p                  4:35
Police tell us the little girl was sexually assaulted as she walked to school last month. But officers just released the 
sketch of the man they say is responsible. The little girl says a man grabbed her and dragged her onto a trail at 
Mozley Park.

10/18/16                  5/6/10p                   3:40
It's one of the strangest car crashes we've ever seen. A car goes airborne -- and lands upside down on top of a house. 
It happened on Maxwell drive in southwest Atlanta. Police say a young driver was behind the wheel of a stolen car 
when he lost control and ended up on the roof of the home.

10/18/16                   5/6p                 4:20
Shots ring out during a home invasion in DeKalb County -- and two people inside the home are shot.
It happened early this morning off "Rue Dartagnan. Investigators say when a woman answered the door two 
attackers forced their way into the home!  

10/18/16                  5/6p                   2:40
Police are searching for the person who shot a woman in northwest Atlanta. Officers found a woman shot to death 
on the stoop of her apartment on Harwell place. Investigators believe the victim is in her early 30s.  Investigators 
have canvassed the neighborhood looking to speak to anyone heard anything. 

10/18/16                 5/6 p                   1:00
People who frequent this DeKalb County Park are on high alert... following reports of a man harassing joggers.

10/18/16               10/11p                     2:30
Turning back now to northwest Atlanta-- where Marta police made a disturbing find... After receiving a mysterious 
phone call. A man's body... found locked in the trunk of a car... Parked at the H-E Holmes Marta station.     
10/18/16             10/11                      3:00
Their families have been waiting more than four months for answers. Tonight officers with the Atlanta police 
department hit the streets to try to drum up new leads in two unsolved murders.  Both Bridget Shiel and Conan blue 
died in city of Atlanta parks this summer but police say their cases are not related.             
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10/19/16                5/6p                      4:00
Gwinnett County police are counting on "new video"...to help them track down a pair of dangerous armed robbers. 
Those crooks pulled a gun on a man who agreed to meet them to sell watches. Instead they took his watches--and 
helped themselves to his phone and wallet, too.

10/19/16               5/6p                      5:00
The four hour surgery to remove the teen's leg comes after his family tells us a teacher assaulted Montravious 
Thomas in the classroom at school in Muscogee County. Medics took him to children's healthcare of Atlanta at 
Egleston where doctors decided amputation was their only option.

10/19/16             5/6p                      4:00
The victim of a violent armed robbery is outraged after surveillance cameras captured men using his stolen credit 
cards. He met the two men in Stone Mountain to sell watches -- but one of them pulled a gun and stole his phone, 
wallet, and the watches.

10/19/16            5/6 p                     4:00
Gwinnett County police are counting on "new video"...to help them track down a pair of dangerous armed robbers. 
Those crooks pulled a gun on a man who agreed to meet them to sell watches.
Instead they took his watches--and helped themselves to his phone and wallet, too.

10/19/16            5/6p                     3:10
Terrifying moments for an Atlanta mother as a thief slips into her car as she pumps gas--her young daughter in the 
back seat. The crook got away with her purse--not her car. Its crimes like this one that has prompted the Atlanta 
police department to warn drivers with a new electronic billboard.  

10/19/16              10/11p               4:00
The search continues for the man who sexually assaulted a ten year old girl at a northwest Atlanta park.
The child was walking to school last month when the man attacked her.  Concerned community members want to 
know why the Atlanta police department waited nearly three weeks before alerting the public through the news 
media.

10/19/16              11p                     1:35
A terrifying ordeal for employees at a popular Inman park restaurant. Armed men, wearing masks violently ambush 
and rob "the Barcelona Wine Bar" early Sunday morning. Police are trying to shut down the crooks' operation before 
they can strike again.

10/19/16                11P                 1:30
From Atlanta and beyond, Police around the metro are battling a spike in car break-ins. Now suburbs north of the 
metro have been hit hard by thieves.

10/20/16                 5/6 p                3:30
A community joined together to track down the man accused of sexually assaulting a 10-year-old girl. 
Friends and neighbors went door to door passing out information about the attack in hopes of finding the man.

10/20/16                  5/6p                     3:00
One man in custody, but three other people on the loose tonight... In connection to a violent ambush on a 67-year-
old woman. Roswell police say four masked attackers beat and kidnapped that woman Wednesday night, as she left 
her business.

10/20/16                   5/6p                      3:00
A Decatur woman let a flasher have it-- she hosed him. And says he's lucky she was watering plants and not 
pruning. It's a comment that's gotten her a lot of attention.

10/20/16                  10/11p                   3:00
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Terror-- for a local mother and her toddler. Police say a gunman ambushed the two... Threatened the child... And the 
mother says he even pointed a gun at his head. Investigators are looking to tie this shocking crime to other similar 
robberies around the metro area.

10/20/16                 10/11p                      3:00
A somber farewell to a local student whose death may save lives in the future.19-year-old Kameelah Easley was 
killed while trying to catch a bus in Fairburn. The "Georgia military college student" was hit by a car while crossing 
the highway in front of the school. Police are saying some changes could be made because of her death?

10/20/16                  10/11p                     3:00
Developing tonight in Gwinnett County. Officials are responding tonight to an alleged sexual assault at a school. An 
attorney for a former Peachtree Ridge High School student says another student sexually assaulted her on campus 
last year. The school system *insists* it conducted a thorough and prompt investigation into this last year?     

10/20/16                  5/6/10p                 5:00
Three people are on the run tonight after police say they helped kidnap, beat and rob a 67-year-old woman in 
Roswell. Police say they have one of the masked attackers in custody. The crime happened last night around 10:00 
p-m as the victim was leaving her business on Crossville road.

10//21/16                   5, 6p                     3:00
A developing story out of DeKalb County where a Roswell councilman has just appeared in court on charges of 
'sexual exploitation of children.' Councilman Kent Igleheart also faces charges of enticing a child for indecent 
purposes -- and providing alcohol to a minor. Detectives made the arrest after an investigation into inappropriate 
sexual behavior with a 17-year-old. They say the relationship started when the girl was just 13.

10/21/16                   5, 6p                     3:10
Surveillance video captures a mother's terrifying moments. She was trying to fill up her car at an Atlanta gas station 
-- but she ended up just seconds away from having her car stolen and her daughter kidnapped.

10/21/16                 5, 6p                       4:00
Jurors in the hot car murder trial heard from a teenager who says she exchanged sexually explicit messages with 
Ross Harris when she was just 16-years-old. She says she even sent him messages the day his 22-month-old son 
cooper died in Harris' hot SUV. Harris was visibly upset in court as the prosecution showed video of him being 
questioned the day his son died.

10/21/16                 5, 6p                       4:20
An Atlanta woman fights back against an angry driver -- and pepper sprays him. She says the guy was driving 
erratically -- threatened her -- and threw a bottle at her car. The woman says when the man approached her car 
window -- she pulled out her pepper spray.

10/21/16                 10, 11p                     2:20
Right now, a search is underway for the parents of an 18-month-old child.  Atlanta police say the toddler was found 
inside an abandoned car at the corner of lee street and Oglethorpe Avenue this afternoon.

10/21/16                   10, 11 p               3:40
A suspected burglar is behind bars tonight after a swat team stormed a Columbus mansion. During the incident, 
police say this crook shot and injured an officer. Fox 5's George Franco spoke with authorities about the hours long 
stand-off that eventually ended in the suspect's arrest.

10/21/16                     10p                        1:45
Atlanta police say a decorated disabled veteran was murdered in cold blood and the person who did it was *a 
teenager*. Now-- the family is outraged after a judge allowed the teen to get out on bond. 
Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz tells us how that bond was abruptly put to a halt, today. 
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10/23/16                 10, 11p                        2:10
An owner of a gas station in Coweta County hopes the two people who robbed his store at gunpoint are caught.  The 
dangerous duo got away with cash and cigarettes.

10/23/16                 10, 11p                      3:00
A community is in mourning tonight after fire officials say five people died in a house fire. It happened early this 
morning at a home on post oak drive northwest. That's off sugarloaf parkway in Duluth. Investigators are still trying 
to determine what sparked the fire.

10/24/16                  5, 6p                             3:00
A developing story out of Gwinnett County. Where authorities are on the hunt for a man who -- they say -- violently 
stabbed someone more than a dozen times. It happened two weeks ago in Lawrenceville... And police say they've 
searched for the man ever since.

10/24/16                    5, 6p                        3:00
Intruders, on the run tonight, after they murdered two children in Clayton County, according to police.
15-year-old Daveon Coates and his 11-year-old sister Tatiyana were shot in their Jonesboro home over the weekend.

10/25/16                     5, 6p                        3:00
A gunman sporting a skull mask robs two waffle house restaurants in as many days. Fayetteville police believe it's 
the same man, and that he may have also held up a waffle house in Jonesboro this week.

10/25/16                    5, 6p                             2:30
A Griffin family must now shop for new health coverage after learning their insurance company is pulling out of the 
state. The Obama administration admitted yesterday that several national carriers are scaling back their roles in 
offering coverage on the federal marketplace Fox Five's Claire Simms has more on what this means for the family.

10/26/16                   10, 11p                        3:00
Two teenagers were shot outside a busy fast food restaurant. One was killed right there...The other... Found miles 
away inside a car at an apartment complex... Is in the hospital right now. Tonight, Atlanta police have been busy 
talking to customers as they try and piece it all together.

10/26/16               10, 11p                       3:00
Deputies say thieves smash their way into pawn shops and they’re looking for guns. Officers across the metro, 
searching for the thieves who left a trail of destruction, from Rockdale to DeKalb County.

10/26/16               10, 11p                     3:00
A double murder mystery at a Stone Mountain apartment complex has residents concerned tonight.
DeKalb County police tell us 55-year old Samuel white and 57-year old Sylvia Watson was found shot to death 
inside an apartment at the park at east ponce complex.

10/26/16                  5, 6p                       2:00
Take a look at these six guys -- they were all arrested for allegedly breaking into cars. And most of them have been 
arrested before.  Tonight, most of them are out of jail...But police say they're frustrated. They say the courts need to 
do something to keep repeat criminals behind bars. 

10/26/16                   5, 6                    3:00
The family of a 68 year old Clayton County teacher says she's recovering from an attack---committed by a student. 
The teacher's family says... A 17 year old assaulted her....After she confronted him about inappropriate behavior 
with another student at "mount Zion high."

10/27/16                   5, 6p                   1:40
Tonight -- hours after the triple murder -- henry County police still trying to piece together what happened.
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They tell us that the victims are friends -- men and women. They were all shot at inside a home on "moccasin gap 
road." Fox 5's Portia Bruner has followed this case all day.

10/27/16           5, 6p                     4:00
Terrifying moments for a man as a carjacker points a gun at his face. He was just sitting in the parking lot of a gas 
station waiting for his roommate to come out of the store -- when the carjacker struck.
It all happened at a b-p station on 14th street in midtown Atlanta.

10/27/16            6p                       1:30
A local mother has asked for your help finding the driver who hit her little girl--and left the five year old lying in the 
streets of their south Fulton County neighborhood. Christy Hutchings with news radio 106-7 joins us now...Christy--
this mother says the driver left her daughter unconscious and lying in the road.

10/27/16               10, 11p                 3:00
A teenage murder suspect -- accused of killing a decorated veteran, and dumping his body in a trash can-- is given 
bond by a judge. Fulton County district attorney, Paul Howard, speaks only to Fox 5... To say-- he's outraged. And 
so is the family of the victim. Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz joins us live outside the Fulton County courthouse. Jaclyn...  
The family made an emotional plea in court today?

10/27/16            10, 11p                      3:00
Breaking news out of Henry County... New information released in a triple murder. Police just wrapped up news 
conference announcing a major break in the case. Two men and a woman were shot to death inside a home in 
Jackson overnight. The only survivor of this terrible violence -- a woman -- is in critical condition.

10/27/16               10, 11p                      3:00
An all-out search is on tonight for a predator police say brutally beat and sexually assaulted a woman inside of 
northwest Atlanta apartment. The crime happened this month after the woman walked her child to a bus stop. Fox 
five's Marissa Mitchell is live at Atlanta police headquarters.
                 
10/28/16                 10p                      1:15
An act of kindness-- met with evil. A man who was trying to help two women in need-- was robbed and shot in 
metro Atlanta. Now, police are telling us it was all a set-up. Officers are calling the two women --- cold-hearted 
criminals. Fox five's Jaclyn Schultz is live in Gwinnett County... Where it all happened.

10/29/16                10p                        1:30
A standoff in Pickens County began as a disturbance. Evolved into gunfire. and ended in flames. From a fire 
authority say may have been intentionally set. Neighbors in the area had their Saturday disrupted for hours with 
some told they could not go home. As a safety precaution. 

10/30/16                10p, 11                    3:00
A woman is recovering tonight after police say a man opened fire outside a popular Cobb County bar early this 
morning. It happened at b-3 bar and grill on veterans’ memorial highway in Austell.
Fox Five's Claire Simms joins us live from the Cobb County jail.

10/31/16              5, 6p                     3:00
A Fox news alert -- take a good look at the guys in this surveillance video. McDonough police say they fired on a 
group of teens. But what makes this crime even worse -- the teens were at church when the gunmen opened fire. It 
happened at "Shiloh Baptist church" and Fox 5's Ariel Gurian has a closer look at what may have sparked the 
shooting. 

10/31/16              5, 6p                         2:20
It's the sight that frightens and frustrates Atlanta drivers -- packs of motorcycle riders taking over the streets of 
Atlanta. This was the scene on Peachtree yesterday evening. More than 100 motorcycles roaring down the road. 

10/31/16               10, 11p                       3:00
Police are looking to identify this man after a deadly burglary this afternoon in southeast Atlanta.
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It happened inside an apartment and detectives want to know if this man knows anything about the crime.
Officers say the victim returned home with a friend when he encountered an intruder who fought him before firing 
several shots.

11/01/16           5/6p              4:05
Police need your help identifying this man.  They believe he may have robbed not one but two convenience stores in 
Covington.  But in the most recent incident the employee didn't do what the robber wanted -- and pushed a lottery 
display over on him

11/01/16            5/6p                   5:55
The GBI is getting involved in the investigation into the death of a Polk County toddler.21 month old Ella Grayce 
Pointer died this weekend, after she was in the care of a babysitter. Ella's mother tells Fox five she trusted the male 
friend to care for her daughter while she went to work. She says doctors confirm--Ella was brutally beaten before 
she died.

11/01/16          10p                  2:40
A piece of history--a 108-year-old bell -- stolen, without a trace, from a Loganville church.
Now -- members of Trinity Grace Church are praying for a miracle -- hoping the bell will be returned.

11/01/16             10p                 1:35
An emergency meeting called by a community in southeast Atlanta, after a man was shot and killed by an intruder 
inside his own apartment. This comes on the heels of several recent burglaries at the apartment complex. Residents 
of the Alexan EAV complex met with police this evening to determine what can be done to stop the violence. 

11/01/16               10p    1:35
One person is dead in a shooting that somehow ended with a car crashed into a tree near an apartment complex on 
Morgan Road. A second person was also treated for injuries that are not life-threatening. 

11/01/16          11p         2:10
Take a good look at the guys in this surveillance video. McDonough police say they fired on a group of teens. But 
what makes this crime even worse -- the teens were at church when the gunman opened fire.

11/02/16          5/6/11p      6:05
Officers opened fire on a fleeing suspect who reportedly tried to pin a Fulton County police officer with his car. 
They say that suspect also crashed into a number of cruisers -- before leading police on a chase down old national 
highway in south Fulton County this morning. That suspect was eventually captured and transported to Grady 
hospital.

11/02/16        10, 11p    4:10
Police say he was preying on women-- while pretending to be a security guard. Sandy Springs police are on the 
lookout for a man who groped a woman-- then cut her with a knife. Investigators think he lied about being security-- 
to catch her *off* guard.

11/03/16      5/6/10p          5:05
The FBI is on the hunt for a scruffy faced bandit. Investigators say a robber with a scruffy beard hit the Chase 
bank on Wade Green Road in Kennesaw this week. But this isn't the only time he's hit. 
Investigators say he's robbed at least six metro Atlanta banks and flees the scenes of his crimes in an unusual way.
11/03/16   5/6p   4:20
Walton County deputies shot and killed a woman. It all started when deputies responded to a domestic situation on 
Escoe road near Rosebud. They say a woman made threats against two relatives. When deputies arrived, they say 
she pulled out two guns and refused to drop them. She even pointed one at deputies. 

11/03/16     10,11p   5:15
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Tragic developments in the search for a missing Cartersville mother. It is most definitely *not* the ending that 
family and friends have been hoping for. The GBI confirms the body of 27-year-old Heather McDonald has been 
found in Haralson County. She disappeared from Bartow County in September.

11/03/16    10,11p   4:05
Police say a teenager was robbed and then shot numerous times... And he survived. The brutal crime happened 
Wednesday afternoon in Lawrenceville.

11/04/16    10,11p      4:15
Police say a man was beaten... robbed... and kidnapped at gunpoint while walking down the street in Decatur.  It 
happened late at night... and investigators tell us it all started with a cell phone.

11/05/16       6,10p    4:10
Kennesaw police repossess cars from a local car dealership—after the police and state agents investigate the 
business for possible tax fraud. Now they are looking for customers who could be victims. 

11/06/16     6,11p   3:25
Cobb County police and the Georgia Bureau of Investigation are on the scene of an officer-involved shooting. It 
happened this morning in a Mableton neighborhood and started with a 9-1-1 report of suspicious activity.

11/07/16      10p       1:50
Both sides in the Ross Harris murder trial made their final case to the jury today -- prosecutors say Harris 
intentionally left his 22-month-old son cooper in a hot car to die -- and that he should go to prison. But the defense 
says it was all a tragic accident and Harris should go free. 

11/07/16    10p      2:30
Deputies were called to a McDonalds after a woman says she spotted a cell phone camera in a vent above a stall 
inside the ladies' restroom. It happened in Forsyth County. Tonight investigators are treating the incident in Suwanee 
as a peeping tom case.

11/10/16        5,6p     4:10
Two brothers are gunned down outside their mother's Lovejoy home- and the family says they don't know why. 35 
year old Marc Joseph died—his sister says--after he was shot ten times. His younger brother Billy Johnson remains 
in critical condition.

11/10/16       5,6,10p       5:40
Firefighters and the national forest service continue battling wildfires in north Georgia. In Rabun County -- several 
fires are burning in two separate areas -- and it could be days before they are put out. The sheriff there says some of 
the fires may have been intentionally set.

11/10/16       5,6p        5:15
Police say robbers broke into a woman’s home while she walked her kids to school. And when she came back, they 
attacked—punching her in the face, hitting her on the head with a gun and tackling her. 
This all happened at the Dunwoody glen apartments in Dunwoody.

11/10/16    10p         2:40
Beaten, battered and bruised by a man who turned to violence inside a local restaurant.  Tonight, a Stockbridge 
mother is recovering after police say she was attacked by a stranger at a steak-n-shake restaurant on Mount Zion 
Parkway in Morrow.

11/11/16      10,11p     4:15
There's a dangerous man on the loose in Athens. Police there released a forensic sketch of the sexual predator they 
say broke into a home and raped a child. Then police say he then returned and did it again.

11/12/16         6,10p             3:40
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Atlanta police have just released surveillance video of two persons of interest in a deadly shooting.
The shooting happened overnight on Edgewood Avenue near Boulevard and left another person injured. 

11/12/16         6p       4:35
A thirteen mile chase-- caught on tape. A hair raising ride through traffic-- as police say a bank robber drove up to a 
hundred miles an hour- trying to get away from the officer in hot pursuit.

11/13/16          10,11p    4:10
Two teenage brothers sought in connection with a deadly shooting surrendered to police at an Atlanta church.In the 
video of the surrender, the church's pastor was seen praying with the teens and their mother before the arrest. The 
brothers are now charged with the murder of a 50-year-old man at a gas station.

11/14/16                5,11p      4:40
Clayton County police are investigating a possible craigslist murder.  They believe Jamal Hodge's death earlier this 
month was tied to something he tried to sell on the website.

11/14/16             5,6,10,11p    10:05
After weeks of testimony -- and thousands of pieces of evidence -- we finally know the fate of Ross Harris. He 
showed no emotion at all as a guilty verdict was read on each of the eight charges against him.  Jurors decided 
Harris "did intentionally leave" his 22-month-old son Cooper in a hot car to die back in 2014 -- and that he was 
sexting with a teenager as it happened. 

11/14/16          11p   2:20
A crook ripped off a marine on Veterans Day. The thief stole from the ex-Marine while he was at a Veterans Day 
bbq with other vets. Now police are trying to find the crook after the veteran's mangled truck was recovered but not 
other items, including an irreplaceable one.

11/15/16         5,6,10p                  4:55
Three would-be crooks are in the Coweta County jail tonight. Deputies there credit a gun-toting grandma for 
stopping a burglary.

11/15/16        5,6,10p      4:40
A warning to motels in DeKalb County-- there's a robber targeting you. And police fear that someone could get 
seriously hurt. The robber’s hit four motels in just the past few weeks- and two Waffle House restaurants prior to 
that.

11/15/16          5, 6,10p   7:20
Eleven murders in the city of Atlanta over the course of just 12 days. Atlanta's police chief tells city leaders he is 
troubled by an increase in murders and other violent crimes so far in 20-16.

11/16/16          10,11p      4:25
Firefighters dedicate their lives to saving and helping others. But apparently that makes *no* difference to local 
criminals.  First in Atlanta, now in DeKalb County--crooks are targeting cars, belonging to local firefighters 
and officials have had enough.

11/16/16      6,11p    4:55
Police say a crew of young men stole cars and crashed them. And one of the teens arrested has quite the criminal 
record. He's only 16, yet, as police tell us, they've arrested him *thirty five times.* 

11/16/16                5p    5:00
Proof that "no one is safe" from crooks who've targeted gas stations--an Atlanta city councilwoman is the latest 
victim. She was getting ready to pump gas when a thief opened her car door and snatched her phone and purse.

11/16/16         5,6p  3:50
Police make several arrests in a murder outside a Braselton gas station and now investigators have accused several 
people of hiding evidence. 56-year-old James Harold Walls of flowery branch was killed late last month outside a 
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gas station after an argument at a gas pump. Now, police have new information about what led to that shooting and 
new evidence. 

11/16/16              5,10,11p   6:05
A man has been arrested for firing shots inside a mental hospital. Police tell us the man was at the Ridgeview 
Institute on South Cobb drive and wanted to leave. They say he started shooting -- and fired multiple shots inside the 
building before he ran away. Officers immediately locked down schools in the area and sent out a call to people in 
the area while they searched for the man.

11/17/16       5,6,10p   7:20
A disturbing new crime trend in Atlanta -- women are being raped. And the rapists use social media to find their 
victims. The women are meeting the men online - but when they meet up in person-- the men attack.

11/17/16      6p 2:05
This is the man wanted by Marietta police for firing ten rounds near a school bus full of children. In this new video 
obtained by Fox five from the surveillance cameras, you can see just how close the man was when he opened fire 
near a Marietta city schools bus last week—a bus carrying more than 40 students.

11/17/16    11p  1:50
It's an appalling act--crooks ripping off a Boy Scout trailer from a church parking lot. And what's worse the scouts 
had thousands of dollars’ worth of supplies in the trailer.

11/17/16   11p  1:45
Restaurant manager is attacked for no reason. Two men brutally beat him outside the city winery on North Ave. 
Atlanta police need your help tracking down two dangerous criminals before they strike again.
 
11/18/16    5,6p  4:20
In just about a week -- many of us will be at the stores starting our holiday shopping. And if you plan on visiting 
some of Atlanta's high-traffic shopping areas, you'll see a lot more officers. This comes after a troubling spike in 
crimes at some upscale shopping areas. 

11/18/16   5,6p  3:40
Police in DeKalb County are looking for a shooter who was last seen pushing a wheelbarrow. Police believe the 
shooter killed an elderly man in the front yard of his home on Kings Parkway. The shooter then ran away -- leaving 
the wheelbarrow behind.

11/19/16   10p  2:10
Caught on video--police say surveillance video shows a man who follows a woman. To grope her. Then flashes a 
big smile! Conyers police now call this man a serial groper and say he's struck at least twice in the metro. 

11/19/16    10p 2:45
The search is on for a gunman after a double shooting near a MARTA station left one man dead. The shooting 
happened this afternoon in downtown Atlanta.

11/21/16            5p    2:25
A brazen daylight smashes and grab in Candler Park. The victim is an army private who was celebrating graduation 
from boot camp. And what the thieves took has brought both anger and calls to help. 

11/21/16           5,10p   4:20
It took just two minutes for armed thieves to terrify employees and empty the registers at an Atlanta pizza Hut last 
night. Now, police are searching for these robbers who hit the restaurant on Bolton road and getting help from 
surveillance cameras from a nearby business that captured the crime.

11/21/16          5p      1:50
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He says the thieves didn't just take his car. The thieves stole the only transportation Tre’Quan Guinyard and his 
mom had. And he needed that car to work two jobs to support them. And it all happened at the same Fulton County 
gas station that has seen a rash of crimes -- including murder. 

11/25/16     10p    2:15
The search is on tonight for a man suspected of murdering his estranged wife in DeKalb County. Police tell us 
investigators found the body of 37-year old Jameca Price inside the home of Orlando Price on Thursday.

11/27/16             6,10,11p        6:35
A neighborhood is on high alert this evening after police say this woman and three others staged a home invasion in 
Fulton County where a man was injured. The man says he was hit several times with a shotgun and tried to escape. 

11/27/16          6,10,11p   7:10
Walton County sheriff’s deputies are searching for a man accused of kidnapping an 81-year-old woman. 
Investigators say 29-year-old John Calhoun forced the victim into the trunk of her own car.

11/27/16          10p     2:15
Two sisters are heartbroken tonight after--they say. A crook struck at the most unlikely of places...The cemetery. 
The family says the thief stole irreplaceable items, while they decorated their mother's grave for the holidays.

11/28/16 7A/9A 3:45
Help stop your packages from getting stolen.  We take a look at the crime of the theft of holiday packages---and 
show you some alternatives to home delivery that will keep your stuff away from criminals

11/28/16    11p    1:45
A Brookhaven woman is heartbroken after she says someone stole her dog right out of her hands. Friday the woman 
was on a walk with Blondie when she says a man came out of the shadows and grabbed the dog. The woman 
believes she was targeted.

11/29/16     6p    1:40
Dunwoody police hope this new video will put the men behind a violent attack on a mother--behind bars. Police say 
these men got into the woman's home through an unlocked window while she was walking her children to the bus 
stop. When she came home--they attacked.

11/29/16   6,10p    3:45
A dangerous predator---is off the streets. That's the word tonight from Marietta police, who say they teamed up with 
u-s marshals to arrest a very violent man. Tion Kimble reportedly kidnapped and tried to murder two local women. 
And investigators believe he was eying a third victim when he was tracked down--and locked up.

11/29/16   10p    2:45
A major arrest less than 24 hours after the murder of a 15-year-old in northwest Atlanta. Tonight, this man is under 
arrest for the shooting death of Mar-kwez Montgomery.  Police say the shooter was the victim's own cousin, 
who was actually out on bond from a previous homicide in 2015.

11/29/16    10,11p    4:00
A truck driver, shot in the head on the downtown connector. Tonight -- police are working to find the shooter.

11/29/16   10,11p     4:30
Caught on tape--thieves swiped American flags from homes in Hall County. And the timing of the crime disturbs 
homeowners even more: Thanksgiving morning!

11/30/16   5p   2:05
Three men are behind bars after a dramatic chase in Peachtree City. According to police, the men backed a stolen s-
u-v into a mac computer store but when officers responded to the break-in, the suspects took off.  Police were able to 
get ahead of the men and use stop sticks to take them down.  
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11/30/16   10,11p   4:10
Police in Newnan are on the hunt for thieves who -- officers say -- "stole Christmas" from kids in need.
Local officials tell us the men in this video stole several children's bikes from a charity.

12/01/16    5,6p   4:50
New developments tonight in the tragic and violent death of this 21-month-old Polk County girl. Police have now 
arrested a suspect in little Ella Grayce Pointer’s death. Ella died October 30th at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta. 
She’d suffered severe head trauma and been sexually assaulted. Tonight, the man who police believe killed her is in 
jail. Dustin Putnal is charged with murder, battery, and child molestation. 

12/01/16       11p  1:50
DeKalb County police say they've arrested a dangerous criminal who tied up and raped two women—then 
suffocated one of them. Police arrested 24-year-old Terique Hall for the brutal crimes. 

12/01/16    11p    1:50
Investigators say two thieves pulled a gun on an armored car driver in Lithonia and got away with his cash. The FBI 
has photos from the day of the crime which they want the public to see.

12/02/16   5,6,10p    6:55
It all started when authorities issued an amber alert for the two children Wednesday night. Police say their mother 
and her boyfriend took them from their home in Leesburg north of Albany. Trooper Brad Turner spotted them -- and 
took what could have been a bad situation -- and brought it to a peaceful end. That mother and her boyfriend are in 
the Coweta County jail.

12/02/16   10p   2:05
A dog owner shared a terrifying tale: She claimed a thief snatched her dog and took off. The story shocked pet 
owners across metro Atlanta. Now Brookhaven police say the dog owner *made the whole story up*-- and now 
faces charges.

12/02/16  6p       2:25
Talk about adding insult to injury--just weeks after losing their home and all their belongings to a house fire, the 
Johnson family of Forsyth County has been victimized again. Someone broke into their home and stole donations 
that were meant to help the family get back on their feet!

12/03/16    6p     2:10
Is it the case of a Christmas Grinch in Cobb County? A man says a thief stole a package delivered to his doorstep--
and police tell us there have been similar incidents in the area.

12/04/16    10,11p    3:35
A house party ends in deadly gunfire in Henry County. Locust Grove police say one man is dead and another is in 
critical condition.

12/05/16   5,6,10,11p   11:05
Ross Harris will spend the rest of his life in prison for the murder of his 22-month-old son cooper. The judge 
overseeing the case handed down that verdict today. Last month -- jurors found Harris guilty of intentionally leaving 
his 22-month-old son cooper in a hot car to die -- and of sending inappropriate messages to teenage girls while 
Cooper died.

12/06/16 5,6p     4:10
It's the busiest time of the year for shoppers and that oftentimes means it's also the busiest time of the year for crooks 
that target those shoppers. But one local police department wants criminals to know they're watching. The 
Gainesville police department has plainclothes officers and unmarked cars patrolling shopping centers to put a stop 
to any criminal activity.  

12/06/16  5,6,10p    6:35
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An organization that helps families in need - is now in need itself -- after some holiday grinches hit their store. 
Workers at Pride for Parents had just returned from picking up a donation when they discovered burglars had hit 
their store.

12/06/16   5p    1:55
Thieves hit a Lawrenceville storage unit- damaging more than 40 units. So far -- at least 7 victims have reported 
items stolen. But police expect that number to grow - as more customers learn of the burglary.

12/06/16    5,6p   5:10
An Atlanta city councilwoman says she's come up with a plan to cut an increase in crimes at city gas stations. She 
wants stations plagued by serious crime to hire muscle to protect their customers.
And we're not talking about private security. Councilwoman Keisha Lance Bottoms wants that muscle to be sworn 
officers of the law. And she understands the need for safety at our city's service stations better than most--because 
she's been the victim of crime while filling up, too.

12/06/16    11p    1:50
Police are investigating a triple shooting, after an apparent carjacking out of DeKalb County tonight. Investigators 
tell us it appears one man stole a truck with two men inside, and then shot both of them at different locations. Then -
- officials say the suspected gunman ended up getting shot himself.
 
12/06/16    11p    2:05
A southeast Atlanta family trying to take their kids to school gets quite the scare-- when a thief jumps in... With a 
kid inside!  The kid jumps out in the nick of time. 

12/07/16   5, 6,11p     7:15
A frustrated business owner turns the tables on a trio of serial burglars who repeatedly targeted one  Newnan 
business. The owner’s daughter—armed with a gun—confronted the thieves when they reportedly struck for a sixth 
time on Sunday.

12/07/16   5,6,11p   5:30
Atlanta police are searching for robbers who appear to be like everyone else at fast food drive troughs.
According to officials -- the crooks pull up to the speaker.... place an order... But then pull up to the window, and 
pull a gun.

12/07/16  5p  1:50
Atlanta police are looking for the men who carjacked a woman with her nine month old daughter in the backseat. 
The little girl is ok. East Point police found the abandoned car with the little girl inside.

12/07/16   5,6p  5:00
An investigation is underway after a Clayton County deputy shot a man.The shooting took place after a 
confrontation inside a courthouse annex between the man and two deputies. Tonight, the family of that man tells 
Fox five the violence stemmed from a simple disagreement about the use of a "tablet" in court.
Jonesboro's police chief says the man--a retired u-s marine -- ignored orders to stop using the tablet.
But it's still unclear how this dispute took such a dangerous turn.

12/07/16    10,11p      6:40
A message for Minquell Kennedy Lembrick--turn yourself in, immediately.Right now, Lembrick is the subject of an 
intense, state-wide manhunt -- wanted for the shootings of two Georgia police officers.
Americus police officer - Nicholas Smarr - was killed in that gun battle this afternoon. And south-western state 
university officer Jodi smith - is in critical condition.  It happened about 150 miles south of Atlanta in the 
town of Americus. We're told officers Smarr and Smith were responding to a domestic dispute call when they were 
met with hail of bullets.
    
12/07/16   10p  2:30
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Braselton police want you to get a good look at this dark truck. They say it has been spotted after someone ripped 
off 3 very expensive other trucks. Police tell us they want to talk to 2 guys they're calling "persons of interest" in the 
theft of these trucks.

12/07/16       10,11p   3:45
Cobb County police say women and young children were among the people held against their will inside a Mableton 
home this evening. Officers say the culprit is a young man -- who is now behind bars after a nearly four hour 
standoff.

12/08/16    5,6,10p     7:20
The city of Atlanta has just released video of multiple break-ins at fire stations. Police tell us the thieves come onto 
the property -- mostly in the overnight hours -- as the brave men and women who *protect all of us -- try to rest 
before the next call.

12/08/16    5p   1:45
Home For The Holidays -- it's a phrase that's important to many of us this time of year. But it has special meaning 
right now - for the city of Milton. That's because someone stole a sign that welcomes residents and visitors alike. 
City leaders hope whoever stole it - will have a change of heart this holiday season -- and bring it back home.  

12/08/16   6p   2:30
Numb. That's how the family of a Newton County teenager says they feel after losing Alyssa Wright to terrible 
violence this week. The 19 year old was found dead inside of a Covington home on Tuesday. Tonight -- a second 
teen—Alyssa’s boyfriend-- is in custody in connection with her murder.

12/08/16   10p    2:30
Two people are facing serious charges, in what police are calling a major gift card fraud scheme.
Officers arrested a man and his girlfriend at a northeast Atlanta Target. Investigators say the two are part of a larger 
plot to load up Target gift cards with thousands of dollars.

12/09/16    5,6p    4:45
A Fulton County police commander calls it "the hottest crime of 20-16". Criminals even have their own category at 
roll call, called sliders. We're talking about taking advantage of drivers at the gas pump.

12/09/16   5, 6,10p  5:50
An 18-year-old McDonald’s employee is dead-- shot and killed while on the job. The person accused of pulling the 
trigger? His 16-year-old co-worker! Tonight -- that teen is sitting behind bars, after warrants were issued, and he 
surrendered to Clayton County police last night.

12/09/16     10p   1:55
Atlanta police say a crew of crooks is off the street -- and it's thanks to a special unit. Mounted officers heard the 
alert and say they stopped a violent group in their tracks.

12/09/16  10p   2:30
Villa Rica police say a killer is on the run. Officers telling us they have few clues about who shot and killed a 41 
year old man on the porch of his apartment.

12/11/16     10p   2:05
Police are still working to figure out what lead up to a murder-suicide outside a Fulton County Walmart.
It happened at around 5 this morning in the parking lot of the store on Cleveland Avenue in East Point. Investigators 
say a man shot an employee before turning the gun on himself.  

12/11/16           10, 11p            2:30
Police are still working to figure out what lead up to a murder-suicide outside a Fulton County Walmart.
It happened at around five this morning in the parking lot of the store on Cleveland Avenue in east point.
Investigators say a man shot an employee before turning the gun on himself.  
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12/12/16            5, 6p                 2:50
Take a look at this teenager. He was tried for allegedly carjacking two people in just one day. Police say Carlos 
twine carjacked a grandmother at Lenox Square and a mother outside the OK Cafe in Buckhead. But despite 
eyewitness testimony and fingerprint evidence, a jury found him not guilty. And now, many in the community are 
outraged.

12/12/16            5, 6p               3:00
We're following a developing story out of Byron tonight -- police officers William Patterson and James Wynn were 
shot as they tried to serve a warrant. Their injuries were not life threatening and they were able to return fire and kill 
the shooter. This all happened in the town of Byron -- about 100 miles from Atlanta. We've just learned the shooter's 
girlfriend and baby were in the house as the shots were fired.

12/12/16             5, 6p              2:50
Most of us will hit the mall at some point during this holiday shopping season. But after reports of crooks targeting 
shoppers, two malls have spent nearly 100-thousand dollars to protect you. Lenox Square and Phipps mall have 
upgraded their cameras -- and installed tag readers.

12/12/16           5, 6p               3:15
Chastain neighborhoods of Atlanta are on the lookout for a mail thief. And police are encouraging neighbors to keep 
an out for one another's holiday packages this season... We spoke with a homeowner today whose mail recently 
went missing... And has his story of how he hopes to stop the theft.

12/12/16              11p                 1:30
Felony charges for a target employee accused of participating in gift card fraud scam. And we're learning more 
employees are falling for the same con.

12/13/16             5, 6p               2:40 
Police say it started as a domestic dispute -- and then quickly escalated when the man started hitting the woman.  
Then, he pulled out a gun when police arrived and refused to drop it.  

12/13/16               5, 6p                  4:10
We're following a developing story out of Franklin County. That's where two Lavonia police officers were shot after 
traffic stop last night.  It all started when the officers stopped a car right outside a Zaxby's restaurant off I85. 
Officers quickly discovered that the car was stolen out of South Carolina. The suspected shooter -- Khari Gordon -- 
ran away but was arrested a few hours later. He made his first court appearance earlier today.

12/13/16             5, 6p             3:00      
Caught on camera -- a package thief in action.  The homeowner says these guys got her package, plus a neighbor's 
delivery too. And as Christy Hutchings with news radio 106.7 tells is, now this homeowner hopes one of you know 
of the thief is.

12/13/16              11p               3:00
Investigators call conditions inside a home in Rex... "deplorable." And tonight... A couple faces serious charges 
because of the children and animals living there. It started as a call to animal control officers... And led to something 
much larger.

12/13/16            10, 11p              2:40
A strong smell of gas led police to the discovery of a murder. Cobb County police found the body of Brenda 
Chandler in her home. Her husband was arrested for her death... And investigators believe he may have tried to burn 
the house down.

12/13/16            10, 11p         3:00
Plenty of concern among law enforcement leaders in Georgia. After numerous officers have been shot- and two 
killed, all in a week.  There are fears this violence could add to a growing problem in the metro: People *unwilling 
to be a police officer. 
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12/14/16             5, 6p              2:00
We've confirmed that four Cherokee County firefighters have been fired. The County won't comment but sources 
tell us it's all because of inappropriate pictures taken at the firehouse.

12/14/16            5, 6p               3:40
East point police say a man is offering to sell gift cards for 50 cents on the dollar. But buyers get mad when they get 
to the store and find out the card is empty. One of the victims is also in trouble with police after taking things too 
far.

12/14/16            5, 6p              3:20
Just days after this teenager was acquitted on charges of carjacking two women in one day -- he's headed to jail on 
charges from another crime. A Fulton County judge sentenced Carlos Twine to 18 months in prison after police say 
he led a state trooper on a high speed chase, was found driving a U-Haul with stolen with stolen guns and 
checkbooks inside. Twine’s family asked the judge to have leniency since he was just found not guilty on those 
carjackings? 

12/14/16            5, 6p               3:20
A warning tonight from henry County police- Do not leave valuables in your car-- not even hidden in the trunk 
group of thieves know shoppers have items in their trunk-- and they've found a way to get in your car without you 
even knowing atone of the victims in Henry County is a police officer.

12/14/16              5, 6p                 2:50
Tonight this Henry County teenager is missing and her mother is desperate to have her home by Christmas.  Kristina 
Leverett has been missing for more than two weeks. Her mother says she got a distress from her daughter -- saying 
she was held against her will. Police tracked Kristina's phone to two different hotels -- but couldn't find her. Police 
are trying to determine if the runaway has been forced into a sex trafficking ring.

12/14/16            11p                1:30
An all-night crime spree ends with 30 car break-ins at four different locations just a few miles from each other. And 
tonight Atlanta police are looking for the people responsible. Police are even more alarmed tonight because of a 
particular item taken from one of these cars.

12/14/16            10, 11p        3:00
Families of victims and local leaders are talking about what some are calling a crisis in Georgia.
Repeat juvenile offenders, committing violent crimes. Tonight's town hall meeting comes on the heels of the arrest 
of two teenagers, for the murder of fifty year old Anthony brooks. 

12/14/16          10, 11p           3:30
Carrollton police are crediting a newspaper delivery man with helping them arrest an armed robber.
Officers tell us the man works at the University of West Georgia... And is now a suspect in several armed robberies.

12/14/16          10, 11p           3:00
An 86-year-old international jewel thief has been arrested again. This time in Dunwoody.  This is Doris Payne's 
mugshot from last October... And this is her new one from yesterday. Police say she tried to walk out of perimeter 
mall with a 2-thousand dollar necklace in her back pocket.

12/15/16         5, 6p            4:00
A teacher charged with child molestation...Who's not even allowed to be around minors, is fighting to keep his job. 
But tonight, DeKalb school officials are one step closer to firing 32 year old Xavier sanders.
Sanders' bond prohibits him from being around children other than his own. That's one of the many factors school 
officials considered today when deciding his future at Bethune middle school.

12/15/16            5, 6p           3:00
An Atlanta pharmacy -- hit by thieves *five* times in just one year. Police say the crooks took off with some serious 
and powerful drugs... Taking a safe full of narcotics. That manager says she thinks the same thieves are behind each 
crime.  
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12/15/16           5, 6p             3:00
A trip to a movie theater turned out to be more drama than one mother in Fayetteville was expecting. 
Police say while she was watching a movie in one theater, she thought her 17 year old child was doing the same with 
some friend in a different theater.

12/15/16            5, 6p               3:00
Many police officers will tell you, their bond with fellow officers is a brotherhood-And that's something we heard 
over and over again the night two Lavonia police officers were shot. Captain Michael Schulman's body camera 
captured the moment his brothers in arms rallied around him

12/15/16            5, 6p                2:00
They put their lives on the line after every call, Firefighters -- battling heavy flames... Breathing through clouds of 
smoke... And rescuing people from burning buildings. But Atlanta fire Chief Joel baker is concerned for the 
firefighters' health... And is now asking for the city of Atlanta to step in, step up, and get these brave men and 
women into more protective gear.

12/15/16          10, 11p            3:00
Terrifying moments for one Newnan homeowner... Who says he came face to face with an intruder in his living 
room. According to police... The man says he could hear the burglar breaking in... And so he relied on his instincts -
- and got ready to defend himself.

12/15/16         10, 11p               3:00
We now have a better idea of who police are looking for in the smash and grab at a gun store and shooting range in 
holly springs. Police released this surveillance video late this afternoon. 

12/15/16          10, 11p                3:00
Growing frustration from law enforcement all across metro Atlanta -- officers saying teenage criminals are 
committing more crimes-- and growing more violent. Tonight-- Sandy Springs police tell us they are frustrated with 
teens that commit crimes over and over-- and go right back on the streets.  Officers say some of these repeat 
offenders. Have some pretty long rap sheets?

12/16/16              5, 6p              2:00
Right now a jury is deliberating in the case of a man who the Fulton County DA say died at the hands of two east 
point police officers. Prosecutors accuse Howard Weems and Marcus Eberhard of killing the young man with a stun 
gun. A jury has been in deliberations over the officers' fates all day.

12/16/16            5, 6p                2:40
Atlanta police have released new information on a deadly shooting. It happened Tuesday morning in a parking lot on 
Whitehall Street. Today---officials released surveillance video taken near the scene. 

12/16/16             10, 11p                    3:00
A man's last moments caught on surveillance video early this morning. Braselton police say he was an unsuspecting 
victim standing at a juke box in a bar when he received a fatal sucker punch. Now the man who threw the punch is 
behind bars charged with murder.

12/16/16              10, 11p                    3:00
Clayton County police say they're searching for two women who may know something about a violent shooting at a 
"motel six". Just two hours after these women were photographed, police found a 59 year old man shot in his hotel 
room. These surveillance photos were taken early Wednesday morning at the location on "Southside commercial 
parkway."
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12/17/16            6, 10p                 3:00
A man was found shot to death near a daycare center at the corner of Darling court and Kilian hill road in Lilburn. 
Police are now working to find the man's killer and determine what led to the shooting. 

12/18/16         10, 11p                2:40
This Cobb County man is facing felony murder and aggravated assault charges tonight in the death of his mother 
Police believe 31-year-old Justin Hess killed his mother as well as another man over the weekend. The search for 
Hess included a swat standoff at his home before his arrest this afternoon.

12/18/16           10, 11p              4:20
Terrifying moments for a jasper teen and his grandparents--deputies say they were shot at in a road rage incident in 
Cherokee County. Tonight the sheriff's office continues to look for the shooter.

12/19/16              5, 6p                 3:00
Investigators say she lured a young man in with her good looks...Then revealed her bad intentions.
Let's just say she invited another man on her date with her victim. The pair ganged up on the young man and left 
empty handed and broken hearted.

12/19/16             5, 6p                 3:00
Gwinnett County police say the gunman who shot a man found outside a daycare facility has been found.
Investigators say the gunman is just 15 years old. Not only is "Caziah Brown" of Lilburn charged with murder...But 
they also say he and two others robbed a pizza delivery man at gunpoint that same night.

12/19/16             10, 11p              3:20
Rome police say a woman became a victim of a violent purse snatching Sunday night... which was caught on 
camera. Fox Five's George Franco spoke to the victim's husband. He joins us live from Redmond Regional Medical 
Center... where the victim is being treated.

12/19/16              11p                   2:00
People are mourning the loss of a beloved school teacher. He was 53-year-old William Haynes... And he was found 
stabbed to death at a Sandy Springs storage facility over the weekend. Police have arrested a man for that murder... 
And say he's the same man who killed his own mother just moments before.

12/19/16               10, 11p               2:10
This weekend... A two year old boy spent hours alone, sitting in a freezing cold car overnight before he was rescued. 
Police say the boy's mother left him there. The child's mother is now the subject of a felony child abuse 
investigation.

12/19/16              10, 11p                2:00
A case of missing fed-ex packages.  Packages that were mysteriously delivered days late -- and Fed-Ex didn’t bring 
them. A woman in northeast Atlanta says the company told her one of their employees tried to deliver items to her 
home.But her surveillance cameras showed nothing until this weekend. This Fed-Ex customer believes someone 
with the company may be involved in this?

12/20/16                5, 6p                2:50
Roswell police arrest a man they say is a serial rapist. They believe he's responsible for at least seven attacks over 
the last two years. Detectives say Errol Alex Martinez targeted older women and attacked many of his victims in 
their own homes Roswell police arrested him last week after his latest victim told officers she knew her attacker 
from somewhere.

12/20/16                5, 6p                  3:00
Their luck ran out after they reportedly cashed in some stolen lottery tickets. Conyers police say one burglary 
suspect is behind bars. And they have arrest warrants for his alleged accomplices. The trio reportedly stole the 
tickets during a burglary at a liquor store earlier this month.

12/20/16              5, 6p                 3:25
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For many of us the holiday season means a lot of traveling. Just today alone -- 68-thousand people will travel 
through Atlanta’s airport.  And the entire luggage they're bringing with them is a big target for thieves.
Crooks snatch bags -- and steal what's inside. 

12/20/16            5, 6p                4:00
For months now we've warned of carjackings and car thefts occurring all over metro Atlanta. 
It's happening at all hours of the day- Well one south Fulton gas station has had enough- and has invested thousands 
of dollars to protect you.

12/20/16            5, 6p                 4:00
A heartbreaking day for the Atlanta fire department -- and firefighters across the metro area -- as they lose one of 
their own.  Firefighter Frank Martinez has battled cancer for years -- and early this morning, he lost that battle. 

12/20/16           10, 11p                  3:00
A roof-top break-in at a local Target--Barrow County deputies tell us two crooks cut. A hole in the roof-- then 
slipped in and out of the store undetected. Investigators believe the same guys may be responsible for similar crimes 
in other cities.

12/20/16           10, 11p             3:00
Firefighters rescued 89-year-old "Virgil Avery" in his wheelchair this afternoon. His caretaker escaped on her own 
but was badly burned. And tonight... We're told the home is a total loss.

12/20/16           5, 6p                  3:40
We're waiting on an Atlanta lawyer to turn himself in on charges that he shot and killed his wife. Tex McIver says a 
gun accidentally went off and killed his wife, Diane, as the couple and a friend drove near Atlanta’s piedmont park 
back in September. But now, he faces charges of involuntary manslaughter and reckless conduct.

12/21/16           5, 6p                 3:20
The G-B-I has released body camera video from one of the Americus officers who was shot and killed earlier this 
month Officers Jody smith and Nicholas Smarr were shot when they responded to a domestic violence call earlier 
this month.  The body camera video shows one of them chasing after Minquell Lembrick. It stops right before 
Lembrick turns and fires shots at Smarr.

12/21/16          5, 6p                3:50
Two former east point policed officers will head to prison. A Fulton County judge just handed down the sentences 
for former sergeant Marcus Eberhart and former corporal Howard Weems after a jury found them guilty in the 2014 
tazing death of Gregory towns.

12/21/16          5, 6p               3:55
SkyFox 5 was over a DeKalb County neighborhood as police investigated a burglary. Several men were put in 
handcuffs. You can see officers walking the men towards their cruisers. This all happened on Conley Downs lanes 
near Decatur. 

12/21/16        10, 11p             3:00
A local mother-- missing for more than a month--Tonight... Police worry that Cecelia Bustamante could be in real 
danger. She disappeared in late October but was only reported missing earlier this month.
And now, police have serious questions about why it took more than 30 days for anyone to notify them.

12/21/16        10, 11p              2:40
It's a Christmas toy program for underprivileged kids, but a local sheriff says one woman tried to take advantage of 
it.  Polk County Sheriff Johnny Moats says the mother grabbed the toys.... but it's what she did with them that makes 
him mad.

12/21/16       10, 11p               2:00
Deputies are rounding up close to 200 people wanted for crimes against their *own children* and taking them to 
DeKalb County jail. Deputies say plenty of parents face child abandonment charges for failing to pay child support.
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12/21/16       10, 11p           1:20
It just may be a real Christmas miracle. We told you earlier this month that someone stole this city of Milton 
welcome sign. Police investigated the theft, but came up empty-handed.  So the city made a public appeal to 
whoever took it to bring the sign home for the holidays.

12/22/16          10, 11p             3:30
A Fox Five news alert from midtown Atlanta. That’s where police tell us they are looking for someone who jumped 
and pistol whipped a man near Georgia Tech’s student union.

12/22/16         10, 11p            4:00
That's where a man has been charged with murdering his wife. Officers say Jonathan Carringer called 911 to report 
the death. Investigators say they felt something just wasn't right with his story.

12/22/16          11p               1:45
A dad & Air force Captain brave a 14 hr flight. To make it home for the holidays.  We were there for the incredible 
reunion at the Fox Theater. Captain Howard church jumped out on stage to surprise his kids.  

12/22/16          5, 6p             3:55
Another dramatic change in the life of a prominent attorney who is the subject of a death investigation after he shot 
his wife. Tex McIver, who calls the shooting of Diane McIver "an accident", spent last night in jail. This morning. 
dressed in a blue jail uniform. He asked a judge to let him out on bond.

12/22/16        5, 6p             3:00
Security, now beefed up at some local QuikTrip gas stations. Armed police officers will now patrol the premises... 
Following the recent increase in crime at the pump QT officials hope customers will now feel safer while getting 
gas.

12/22/16          5, 6p             3:00
It's a crime that's left folks shaking their heads...Someone stole a Salvation Army kettle from Kroger while the bell 
ringer was on break. A spokesman for the organization says every kettle counts when it comes to helping those in 
need and he's hoping for a quick arrest.

12/22/16        5, 6p            4:00
Vandals hit a Cobb County home -- stealing and destroying the holiday decorations in one family's front yard. The 
family has decorated their yard for years -- having gained the reputation for having the prettiest display with the best 
inflatables. But now... It's all gone. Instead, a lonely sign stands in the yard... Explaining this senseless Christmas 
crime to a saddened community.

12/23/16            5, 6p               3:50
Woman says the man put her in a head lock and hit her over and over. It could've gotten worse if someone hadn't 
heard her screams for help.  It all happened two nights ago outside the woman's Spalding County home.

12/23/16           5, 6p               3:10
DeKalb County police need help identifying two suspects caught on cell phone video stealing landscaping 
equipment from a parked trailer. It happened Thursday in the home goods parking lot in tucker. Police say the 
crooks stole from another landscaping company just two days earlier.

12/23/16           10, 11p           3:45
Deputies tell us some destructive thieves are behind bars. Investigators say these suspects have caused serious 
damage to homes after they stole appliances and caused massive flooding.

12/23/16         10, 11p           3:00
A frightening sight for a metro church, a number of bullet holes -- riddled through their building and their welcome 
sign. The scene, a heartbreaking one, for the members of the Russian Orthodox Church in Forsyth County -- and 
especially over the holidays.
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12/24/16   10p     2:05
Police are stepping up patrols around shopping centers tonight as people finish up their last minute Christmas 
shopping. In one part of the metro, police warn people to clear their cars of gifts—this comes after a rash of car 
break-ins outside of a local mall.

12/24/16   10p   2:15
Investigators are on the scene of an officer-involved shooting that happened inside a home in Buford. 
Police say they shot a man several times after he threatened them with a knife. 

12/25/16    6,10p      4:25
A church has a message of love for criminals who targeted them. The Cosmopolitan AME church in Vine City was 
hit by vandals who sprayed their historic building. 

12/26/16   5,6,10p     6:20
Atlanta police want to track down the suspects who broke into a local cell phone store by backing a truck through 
the front door. It happened at the Metro PCS store off Martin Luther King Junior Drive around 2:30 this morning. 
They caused significant damage to the store, but didn't get much for their trouble.  

12/26/16  5,6,10,11p   7:10
Police are on the scene of a deadly shooting at a gun and pawn store. Police tell Fox 5 two masked armed robbers 
entered the store and the store owner fired shots killing one of the armed robbers -- but the other got away. This all 
happened at the Dixie Gun and Pawn store on Veterans Memorial Highway.

12/26/16   6,11p  5:45
Tonight, a local mother whose son was killed in a hit and run accident in Henry County is begging for help. She 
spent Christmas without her so, now she needs your help finding the driver responsible
She needs someone to come forward about the morning 28 year old Joseph Persley was killed while walking along 
highway 42 in McDonough.

12/26/16   10,11p  4:45
The search is on for whoever shot and killed a family's dog on Christmas Eve. The beloved pet was found dead on 
the Zebulon family's front porch. The family and police are now trying understand why anyone would commit such 
a terrible crime. 

12/27/16    5,6p    4:15
They're accused of shoplifting from a Clayton County store but police say it's *who they brought with them, that 
makes their alleged crimes even worse.  Morrow police arrested two women Saturday for stealing from Southlake 
mall. But one of the women also got her 10-year-old daughter to help.  

12/27/16   5,6p 4:40
An Atlanta-based rapper was shot at a Buckhead Waffle House early this morning.  Yung Mazi says he was shot two 
times, once in the chest and once in the shoulder. Friends rushed him to the hospital right after he was hit.

12/27/16   5,6p   4:30
Fox 5 has exclusively learned that after multiple carjackings and car thefts in south Fulton gas stations, thieves 
targeted one of the stars of Fox's new hit show, "Star." Cops say crooks took off with Queen Latifah's car -- while 
someone was pumping gas. 

12/27/16   11p    2:10
A would-be robber is dead. Police say he was gunned down by the very store clerk he tried to rob. It was a terrifying 
situation that began when two armed and masked men entered the Sunoco store on highway 411 in Cartersville.

12/28/16    5,6p   3:40
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Caught on camera -- three men using a pry bar to break into a pharmacy. This all happened at the Walgreen’s on 
Eagles Landing Parkway in Stockbridge. Now the Henry County police are trying to catch these dangerous 
criminals. 

12/28/16    5,6p  3:55
Holiday heartbreak for families in Coweta County. Someone damaged and vandalized headstones at a local 
cemetery. The target -- 7 gravesites in the Eastview Cemetery in Newnan. Police are working to find out who 
damaged the solemn ground.

12/28/16    5,6p     5:10
He's supposed to help teens navigate some of their most difficult years--but tonight, a Gwinnett County youth pastor 
is in jail -- accused of taking advantage of his position in the church. Police say Nicholas Kelley had a sexual 
relationship with a 14-y ear-old girl. They say he even confessed to the other pastors at the church. 

12/28/16    5,6p  4:40
It's the Fulton County crime trend so out of control...leaders are calling it a crisis. And now that the latest victim is 
an A-lister, those same leaders hope they can get the attention they need to make a change.
We're talking about carjackings. And car thefts at local gas stations. Drivers are fed up, and leaders are now, too. 
After Queen Latifah's car was stolen at the pump, the County's crime problem is making national headlines.

12/28/16   10,11p    4:50
The Lamar County sheriff's office is searching for a man they say is "armed... dangerous... and on the run”. He got 
away -- officers tell us -- after he and two other men held up a local convenience store.
Officials took those two accomplices into custody... but now are searching for that third man.

12/29/16  5,6,10p     4:15
Caught on video -- police say thieves smashed their way into an electronics store in sandy springs. 
and carted off tens of thousands worth of stuff. All of this happened *minutes* after Christmas day ended.
Tonight-- police hope you can help identify these men. The business owner tells us -- the crime is a big blow to 
business, during the shopping season. 

12/29/16  5,6,10p  6:15
A robbery and chase ends with police cracking a serial robbery case. It all started when police responded to an 
armed robbery at a Papa John’s restaurant on North Druid hills. They chased the suspects into Gwinnett County. 
And that's when officers discovered they were wanted for other robberies -- including this one that was caught on 
surveillance cameras.

12/29/16   5,6p   3:45
A “smash and grab" at a survival store in Marietta -- ends with a big hole in the front of the building.
The crooks backed a truck into Tru-Prep on Cobb Parkway. The store sells wilderness and disaster-survival tools. 

12/29/16    5,6,10p    5:45
Chamblee police have just released this video of the man behind a deadly shooting at the QT on Buford Highway 
near Clairmont Road. We’ve slowed the video down and looped it because cameras only captured about a second's 
worth of video of his face. But police hope it's enough to make an arrest.

12/29/16   5,6,11p   4:50
A carjacker got a rude awakening -- instead of a car... he got a bullet right to the stomach.  Atlanta police say a 
passenger pulled out a gun and shot the carjacker as he tried to steal a car. And that's not the only crime Atlanta 
police say the carjacker was involved in.They tell us that just minutes before the carjacking -- the man was involved 
in 8 hit and run car crashes in Buckhead. 

12/29/16   6,10p    4:45
In Clayton County tonight, police say they are searching for a killer. The body of a "high school student" 
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was found in the front yard of a home in the 11 hundred block of Kristen Cove in College Park. Now investigators 
say they want to know who gunned down 15 year old Keyontae Ross. 

12/30/16    5,6,10p    5:55
There are new details about the search for two violent robbers. DeKalb police have already captured one of the 
accomplices. Police say the men robbed seven businesses and shot two clerks. This is video from one of those 
shootings. It happened on the 18th. Tonight, the clerk is still in the hospital recovering. 

12/30/16    6,11p    5:05
Caught on tape--police say thieves ransacked several small businesses in a north west Atlanta strip mall.
And it all happened in less than seven minutes.

12/31/16    6,10p     4:30
Almost a hundred law enforcement officers hunted down seven burglars--who police say--smashed into a Forsyth 
County pawn shop and stole guns. Tonight, six are in custody--one is still on the run. 

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

10/3/16               11p               1:30
It can become dangerously hot inside a vehicle sitting in the sun... even now as we're heading into cooler weather.  
The Hiram police department now has something to remind all of us about the potential danger.  

10/3/16 8A/9A 3:30
Georgia State Fair celebrates 170 years.   Good Day Atlanta  highlights this annual event

10/3/16 9A 2:45
Pumpkin carving expert from cable TV show stops by to help our viewers learn some easy-to-do tools to create 
spectacular jack-o-lanterns

10/4/16 8A/9A 3:30
Chalktoberfest in Marietta is an outreach program of the Marietta/Cobb Museum of Art.   This program encourages 
people to get involved in the arts

10/4/16                 5p                   1:30
A teen's story of extraordinary kindness is going viral. The young man saw an elderly woman struggling to get into a 
store- that's when he stepped in, He was unaware his aunt was photographing everything.
Those pictures gained national attention on social media. 
 
10/5/16 8A/9A 3:15
Big thrills during the Halloween holiday season for the whole family at Six Flags Over Georgia

10/6/16 9A 3:45
Televangelist and author Joel Osteen stops by to talk about his new book “Think Better, Live Better” and share steps 
everyone can take to reach their full potential

10/7/16 8A 3:00
Decoration for the Fall season is the focus of this report—helping homeowners show off the best that the autumn has 
to offer in both plants and trees—plus more

10/10/16 7A 2:30
Backstage spirits at the historic Fox Theater: looking back at the history which stretches back to 1929 with behind-
the-scenes tours and interesting haunting tales

10/10/16 8A/9A 3:30
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17,000 square feet of  costumes and props this story shows how this 25+ year business caters to Halloween 
enthusiasts at this time of  year—and metro Atlanta’s burgeoning film industry 24/7/365

10/10/16              5,6p                     4:00
A couple from Banks County wants changes filed after their daughter was injured during a Junior ROTC 
competition. They say her hands were badly injured when she lost her footing and slid down a rope.
The parents say no one called them to tell them their daughter was hurt -- and that she wasn't treated.

10/12/16              5,6,10p                 3:40
It's the picture that's been shared thousands of times -- a police officer with the little baby he'd just saved. 
A few weeks ago, Officer Kenneth Knox saved the baby's life when she was choking ....and now the parents have 
asked him to have a permanent role in her life.

10/12/16 7A 3:45
Community outreach and look-ahead with the CEO of the College Football Playoff in advance of this year’s 
inclusion of Georgia’s Peach Bowl as part of the National Championship Final 4

10/12/16 8A/9A 4:00
Rising Talent Dance Academy and the Foster-Schmidt Dance Academy showcase talented young dancers who take 
part in weekly classes aimed at help students with Downs Syndrome learn to enhance their balance and coordination 
along with developing music tone and social skills.

10/13/16                5,6,10p                        6:00
A disabled mother takes on the Atlanta School District trying to get help getting her children to school.
The mother is blind and says she cannot walk her children to school. But the district's rules say she lives close to the 
school for a bus to pick up her children. She went to federal court asking a judge to intervene.

10/13/16                5,6p                       2:10
A boy who recently lost his father to cancer gets a day he will never forget. The department of public safety wanted 
to give 13 year old Nicholas Sasser something to smile about...So they made him a capitol police officer for the day.

10/14/16 8A/9A 3:45
ELEVATE public art outreach events are highlighted ad the FREE public art festival kicks-off a series of events

10/17/16 9A 4:00
“The Belly Art Project”  created by billionaire Spanx founder Sara Blakely—this project is direct result of Ms. 
Blakely’s own pregnancy----she and others get artists to create “belly art”---and the resulting coffee table book is 
sold with all monies going to the non-profit:  Every Mother Counts

10/17/16 8A/9A 3:00
In-depth interview with Atlanta’s own mega movie maker Tyler Perry.  We talk about his new Madea movie, plus 
the ever-growing studios and production operations he has built and operates in greater metro Atlanta

10/19/16               5,6p                      4:00
A Griffin teen's story went viral after his aunt snapped pictures of him helping an elderly woman who struggled to 
get into a store. Now this high schooler has received an extraordinary reward for his extraordinary kindness.

10/21/16 8A 2:45
Southern Gentleman restaurant is featured in Burgers with Buck

10/21/16 9A 3:15
Brian Jordan Foundation holds its annual weekend of events to raise money for this non=profit which helps various 
outreach programs in the community

10/21/16 9A 3:00
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Soup Festival celebrates the Zadie Project with a fund-raiser for the organization that helps feed Atlanta’s hungry 
children and families

10/24/16 7A/9A 2:45
In advance of  Veterans Day, we show some great getaway deals for Veterans and their families

10/24/16                   5p                          2:00
A Henry County woman goes to the emergency room thinking she has kidney stones, But that wasn't what was 
causing her pain. Turns out she was 38 weeks in pregnant and didn't know it.
A few hours later, Stephanie jaegers gave birth to her fourth child.

10/25/16 8A/9A 4:00
Your Fear can’t be contained---when we stop by a Halloween Haunted house just in time for the holiday

10/25/16 9AM 2:30
The 1970s toy craze comes to life in the new animated film “Trolls” we speak with the creators & director of this 
new film.

10/26/16 8A/9A 3:45
New trolley in North Georgia features some culture, history and scenery as the Georgia Wine Bus tours roll out

10/28/16 5A/7A 2:45
An early age brain tumor has not kept this young student from pursuing her goals---including cheering for a local 
high school. As well as overcoming many challenges to succeed!

10/29/16                 6p 10p                            3:00
Six-year old Tripp Hallstead is celebrating a victory today... A tree branch fell on his head four years ago. And after 
plenty of hospital stays, surgeries, and prayers. Little Tripp is doing better than ever. Today. He and his family 
decided to *thank* all the people who helped save him. and helped him recover. 

10/31/16 5A/7A 2:00
Halloween safety tips for driver and pedestrians

11/02/16     6p      2:35
Seems like a lot of the news these days is about taking. Criminals taking advantage of good people.
Politicians taking swipes at one another. So how about a story---about giving? That's what dozens of Paulding 
County families are doing tonight. They answered the call to stage a Halloween do-over for a 12 year old boy who 
had to be hospitalized for the holiday.

11/04/16       10,11p      3:25
Stripped down to nothing and forced to walk through a school parking lot. That's what police say --this woman--
made her child do as punishment at a Cobb County school this week. Tonight she's facing charges.

11/4/16 7A/9A 2:00
More veteran discounts for Veterans’ Day

11/4/16 5A/7A/9A 3:45
A young boy with Downs Syndrome gets the opportunity to work as a model for a clothing company after his story 
goes viral after his mom learns her photos given to an agent were never forwarded onto the audition.  Story goes 
viral—now young Asher will need an agent.

11/7/16 8A/9A 4:00
Move It Monday: Kennesaw Fit Body Boot Camp we get a jump start on the holidays by showing off a new workout 
programs as we wind down the year.  First up is Fit Body Boot Camp ---a high-energy fitness program designed to 
help people burn off fat.
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11/08/16          5p        2:10
Two local firefighters are in the spotlight after singing a children's song to a two year old girl with autism in the 
back of an ambulance. Rayelan Ginn and her mom Summer got in a terrible car accident two weeks ago. And when 
the first responders got to the scene -- a simple action helped calm the little girl.

11/11/16      10p      1:50
A special homecoming celebration for a U.S.Army first lieutenant and his little girl in Cherokee County today. 
Army first lieutenant Chris Givens surprised his 6 year old daughter Olivia at a Veterans Day school assembly. 
Givens has been deployed to Afghanistan for almost a year.

11/11/16 5A/7A/9a 2:55
Top Dogg K9 Foundation is a facility in Atlanta that helps veterans with service dog needs

11/14/16 8A 2:45
Can-struction installation in Midtown Atlanta is created to alert metro Atlanta community about hunger in the 
community---sponsored by the Atlanta Community Food bank

11/15/16 8A/9A 3:15
Artists market opens for the holidays at the Dunwoody Arts Center----it’s the annual Holiday Artists Market

11/15/16 9A 2:45
Toys For Tots kick-off: This annual campaign is a cornerstone in metro Atlanta helping bring the holidays to in need 
children for tens of thousands.

11/16/16 9A 3:00
Atlanta United player joins us to unveil new “kit” uniform for the soccer team set to play in Mercedes Benz stadium 
beginning in 2017

11/18/16 8A/9A 4:00
iFly—the newest trend is “indoor” Skydiving and it now has arrived in metro Atlanta----we don the flight suits and 
jump into the world’s largest indoor skydiving facility

11/21/16 8A/9A 3:25
Trees and Trains at the Southeastern Railway Museum.   A look at the annual festivities around the holidays 
including a festival of trees designed to raise funds for local charities

11/21/16 9A 2:00
Learn how to “brine” a turkey for your holiday meal
11/22/16 8A/9A 4:00
18th Annual Great Thanksgiving Dish is a yearly event hosted by the Atlanta Community Food Bank—where local 
celebrities help the cooking for a outreach meal program

11/23/16 8A/9A 3:30
Let It Snow: Six Flags Over Georgia welcomes family, friends and tourists to their park during annual event

11/24/16 9A 3:40
The Thanksgiving football commercial workout---fitness expert Joel Rush shows some easy exercises you can due 
during commercial breaks while watching sports over the holidays

11/28/16 8A/9A 4:00
Virginia-Highland tour of homes offers community a chance to look at classic intown architecture while at the same 
time raising money for charity

11/28/16   10p   1:45
A child found abandoned near the Atlanta city jail. Tonight, police are searching for this little boy's parents.
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12/1/16 8A/9A 3:45
 “A Christmas Story” the classic movie and iconic story comes to live at the fabulous Fox Theater

12/5/16 8A/9a 3:00
Festival of Trees at Embassy Suites (Centennial Olympic Park) designed for great decorations and raising money for 
worthy organizations

12/5/16 9A 4:00
Elf on the Shelf author/creator stops by to explain some new twists on this locally created, produced and successful 
author and family toy maker

12/6/16 8A/9A 3:50
Christkindl Market at Atlantic Station---learn about this uniquely German celebration making its home in downtown 
Atlanta for most of November and December
12/8/16 5A/7A/9A 2:50
An update and overview of Sun Trust Park the under construction new home of Atlanta Braves

12/08/16   5/11p     4:35
A Fayette County family -- known for their huge Christmas light display and for their holiday donation to a 
children's charity -- was hit by thieves. But now -- they're calling this a blessing saying their free lights display is 
drawing in more people than ever. The family tells us they're hoping those large crowds will mean more donations 
for those children in need.

12/09/16    5p   2:10
An Acworth teen sees clearly for the first time in 12 years. She lost most of her vision at the age of six after doctors 
removed a brain tumor. Today -- she got the chance to try out "e-sight" eyewear.

12/12/16 9A 1:30
Toys for Tots Toy Drop follow-up takes a quick recap look at the weekend’s big Toy Drop Off—a signature event 
celebrating Atlanta’s Toys for Tots campaign---one of the largest in the country

12/12/16 9A 1:00
Local morning personality/producer and partner donate entire wedding registry to local non-profit that makes 
dreams come true for medically challenged youth.

12/13/16 8A/9A 3:00
Toys for Tots campaign:  we continue our look at the many benefits and needs for one of the largest and more 
successful campaigns in the nation

12/14/16 6A/9A 1:00
Mega bike donation for Toys For Tots---local business provides large donation of bicycles to the Toys for Tots

12/14/16 8A/9A 3:30
Chinese Lantern Festival is in town for a month---lighting up Centennial Olympic Park:  We visit with troupe’s 
members as we explore this cultural import

12/14/16 8A/9A 3:00
Zoo Atlanta shows off Yang Yang the giant panda and he demonstrates his prognostication skills when it comes to 
the college football playoff

12/16/16 8A/9A 4:00
Final push for the 2016 Toys for Tots campaign----we speak with volunteers and organizers as the final days of the 
2016 campaign comes to a close

12/16/16              10, 11p                3:20
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Tonight-- a tiny house equals a big problem for dozens of kids who want to give a veteran a special present. The 
kids want to give the vet a home for Christmas but they have one big hurdle: *the law.* 

12/19/16 8A/9A 4:00
Meet Max----the station’s project with the Canine Assistance organization based in Milton, GA.  This program 
trains service dogs for patients, veterans and other individuals in need of assistance.  Max is the service dog Fox5 
will be working with over the next 12-16 months as he prepares to be a service dog to a Veteran

12/19/16 9A 3:45
48th Annual Christmas Dinner & Christmas Party put on by Hosea Feeds----an Atlanta non-profit that has been 
serving the homeless and underserved for 5 decades.   We preview the holiday activities and fund-raising needs

12/22/16 & 12/23/16 8A/9A 3:30
Special preview at Atlanta’s own World of Coke---special exhibits highlight the season and we take a closer look at 
talk about how families and visitors to Atlanta can take it this iconic tourist destination

12/22/16           10, 11                 4:00
It was a "performance" at the Fox Theater - no one will forget. A father -- and air force captain -- braves a 14 hour 
flight... To make it home for the holidays the takes to the stage to surprise his kids.  Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz shows us 
how he was able to pull off an incredible holiday homecoming.

12/26/16 9A 4:00
Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl CEO Gary Stokan stops by to talk about upcoming bowl game and CFB Championship 
line-up.  The Peach Bowl is part of the process on a rotating basis with 5 other bowls—2016 as a semi-final game 
and the Championship game in 2017.

12/27/16 8A/9A 3:00
A local self-taught musician shares his story of hard work and perseverance that has earned him a Grammy 
nomination for the upcoming awards in February 2017

12/28/17 8A/9A 3:05
PowerTaps, a local national award winning clogging team, prepares for a trip to London and participation  in 
London’s annual New Year’s parade

12/28/16  5/6p  4:35
A former Georgia Tech football player and his wife appeared in a Gwinnett County courthouse today.
Recardo and Therian Wimbush are accused of locking their their oldest son in the basement for two years. He is the 
eldest of their 10 children and was just 13 at the time. The couple was denied bond following their arrest in June of 
2014.

12/29/16 8A/9A 2:50
Part of Six Flags Over Georgia’s 50th anniversary includes a new ride that will debut in Spring 2017---it’s a 4D 
attraction—and we get a sneak preview

12/30/16 5A/7A/9A 3:05
Reprise of the vison screening program funded by Peach Bowl, Inc. the non-profit community outreach 
philanthropic organization associated with the annual Chick Fil-A Peach Bowl. This program in the Atlanta Public 
Schools helps provide screening/vision testing for hundreds of students

12/30/16      5/10p    4:20
A young boy is gearing up to be a part of the coin toss at the Falcons game Sunday. The huge falcons fan also 
received a special visit today -- where he got to do something you typically don't see 6-year-olds doing. And all 
thanks to the rally foundation for childhood cancer research.

Wednesday’s Child
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10/11/16 6pm 2:21
Jaheim-WACT TV
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a quiet teen who leans on his faith and gospel music to get 
him through the tough times.  Jaheim has been in foster care for some time and prays his time is coming soon to be 
adopted into a forever family.

10/26/16 6pm 2:30
Joshua-Morehouse College
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to an outgoing boy who loves school, sports and has big dreams 
for his future.  But there's a huge piece missing in his life-- a mom and dad.

11/9/16 6pm 2:50
Zoi’e-Foster home
Wednesday's Child Zoi'e is a special little girl and is in need of a special family. The four-year-old isn’t able to walk 
or talk because of head trauma, but has a smile that will light up the room. 

11/23/16 6pm 1:58
Ricky-Atlanta Motor Speedway
Wednesday's Child Ricky got the thrill of his life as he spent the day at Atlanta Motor Speedway. The teenager loves 
all things fast, but what he would love even more is for a mom, dad and a place to call home

12/7/16 6pm 2:18
Sibling Group-Georgia Tech
It's hard to imagine, four siblings not having the opportunity to grow up together in the same home. We met a 
sibling group whose wish is to wake up with a forever family on Christmas day.

12/21/16 6pm 1:41
Roy-Garage Band
Wednesdays Child Roy spent the day jamming out with a popular rock band. The 12-year-old got a chance to try his 
hand at all the instruments and his new goal in life: to start a garage band at a home with his forever family.

The Georgia Gang

Sunday, 10/23/16
The Opportunity School District amendment was discussed. Has the campaign failed to lay out the details of how it 
works? The superintendents of the school districts should be held accountable for the failing schools as some of the 
schools are not showing any signs of improvement, and they need to be fixed. The panel is split on whether passing 
the amendment will work.

Sunday, 10/30/16
Questions are still being asked how the OSD amendment will work. Polls are swaying against the amendment 
passing. Though Governor Deal is passionate about education, the school board possibly objects to the amendment 
because it would take away local control. 

Sunday, 11/13/16
The Opportunity School District amendment did not pass. It was voiced that voters trust the school boards more than 
they trust state government to do the job of making failing schools better. There’s a possibility that Governor Deal 
will put in his agenda in January for general assembly some of the items that the amendment would have covered 
including charter schools and possibly the changing of the school funding formula.

Sunday, 11/20/16
With the second big drought in the past 10 years, should we have built more reservoirs? The Paulding County 
Commission chairman confirmed it just built one in Paulding County, several others are under construction, but they 
are expensive and it takes time. 
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The Fulton County budget was unveiled and approved by the commission this past week, and it appears to be 
boring, which is good. No grand plans, no silliness, no welfare schemes – they are going to fix buildings and 
improve the infrastructure. 

Sunday, 11/27/16
The panel discussed undocumented immigrants wanting to break down the tuition barrier to their attending state 
schools, including Georgia State, Georgia Tech and the University of Georgia. By law, the state has to educate 
anyone in the country, regardless of their status, in grades K-12. The question falls on what happens after graduating 
high school. Georgia State and Augusta University are reviewing their admissions data. 

Sunday, 12/13/16
The purchasers of Underground Atlanta want to make the area a walkable, urban environment but they are meeting 
opposition because they want to close a few surrounding streets. The purchasers want to reinvent the area that will 
remain transit-dependent.
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Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

October - December 2016

NOVEMBER

March of Dimes – PRMATURITY AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
This is our partnership to celebrate March of Dimes Prematurity Awareness Month in November and raise 
awareness about preterm birth, birth defects, and infant mortality.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, appearance on 
Good Day Atlanta, related stories by our Health Reporter, website presence and social media.   

NOVEMBER- DECEMBER

United States Marines – TOYS FOR TOTS

The U.S. Marines annual toy collection program is the largest in Georgia that provides new toys for needy and 
homeless children.  The campaign is a strongly supported effort by FOX 5 Helping Hands, Publix Super Markets, 
United Way, FedEx, Pepsico, All News 106.7 and Q100.

FOX 5 produced and aired an extensive PSA schedule, provided live remotes which included entertainment 
scheduled by the news planning department at various locations,  and provided interview opportunities on Good Day 
Atlanta.

Again FOX 5 Helping Hands, Publix, United Way, All News 106.7 and Q100 hosted The Great Toy Drop for Toys 
for Tots on December 10th at the Publix Store in Marietta.  This is a push for people to donate toys earlier and not 
wait until the last minute and to get in the spirit of giving. 

The 2016 goal was to collect approximately 800,000 toys.   


